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every month – a number that is steadily growing. The content and services
of the Astrology giant are top-of-the-line, highly sought-after. Publications,
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and publishing houses - depend on the trusted website for their Astrology
content. 
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telecommunications  networks,  online  media,  SMS,  WAP,  personal
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voice-based  Astrology  services  in  10  Indian  languages  and  English-while
guaranteeing  complete  confidentiality.  GaneshaSpeaks.com  also  launched
the  world's  first  4K  Zodiac  channel  www.astroflix.com  –  a  dedicated
Astrology videos channel in the year 2015.

With  this  book,  7th  in  the  line  of  the  Yearly  Predictions  Books,
GaneshaSpeaks.com hopes to bring its readers and patrons accurate, reliable
and interesting material that will work as a ready reference for them for the
year 2023, and shall  also bring them interesting insights on Zodiac Signs.
Read it and plan your life, OR gift it to someone who matters!
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Foreword
Welcome to the intriguing and bewitching world of Astrology, the powerful,
predictive  subject  that  has  caught  the  attention  of  many  a  non-believer
across the world, for ages. 

Unearthing the hidden knowledge of self, the world and the universe has
been an eternal  quest of human beings.  The curiosity to know what  the
future beholds, and the undying urge to be able to capture the future has
always  been  a  driving  force  behind  evolution,  innovation,  invention,  the
struggle for existence and overall human development. 

Probably that's why we have always been scampering to get a slice of the
future, and hence, the eternal popularity of astrology and other predictive
subjects. If nothing else, this knowledge makes us feel 'in-control'! Astrology
is one of the keys to this knowledge – of the self and of the future. How
successful  or unsuccessful it  tends to be is a different debate, altogether.
But,  going  by  the  huge  number  of  its  followers  and  believers,  astrology
surely looks a potent area. 

For  years  altogether,  planetary  movements  and  interactions  of  various
heavenly bodies have fascinated the best of the minds. And, this very study
of the celestial  bodies – the Sun,  the Moon and the planets  – and their
positions in relation to the human life and affairs has come to be known as
astrology. The science or, as skeptics would call it, the subject of astrology is
as vast as the Universe itself. The permutations, combinations, integration
and many other principles of Mathematics have been employed to study,
understand and decipher the fundamentals of astrology. 

Usually an Astrologer will draw up a horoscope of a person with the help of
his/her birth data – date, time and place of birth – and then sync it with the
positions  of  the  celestial  bodies  at  that  time to  determine  the  fate  and
future  of  the  person,  his  personal  qualities,  his  natural  gifts,  and almost
every aspect of his life, short-term or long-term prospects of his education,
health, love life, finances etc.

There are various systems and ways in which Astrology has been practised
and understood. However, Eastern Astrology System (better known as Indian
or Vedic astrology) and Western Astrology System are quite popular.  Also
called the Niryana (Indian/ Eastern) system and Sayana (Western) system of
Astrology, both of these are reliable and relevant in their own ways.

Broadly speaking, the Western or Sayana Astrology finds its basic principles
on the Solar Horoscope and hence, the Sun Signs (largely based on one's
Date of  Birth).  On the other hand,  the Eastern/  Vedic  Astrology  is  based
largely on the Moon Signs. Owing to the ease of identifying the Sun Signs –
they are classified as per the birth dates - the layman finds a higher appeal in
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Sun Signs.

Although  a  person's  individual  Natal  Chart  and  other  planetary  aspects
(current  and past)  are  required to  accurately  predict  his/  her  future  and
personality, the Sun-Signs do give a fair, albeit general, indication. 

This book aims to bring you the both – the general personality features of
each Sun Sign and the predictions for their future in 2023. In fact, there is
something for everyone in this book – for the avid news buffs and the crazy
sports buffs, not to mention the zodiac junkie! 

Your Zodiac Horoscopes 2023 by GaneshaSpeaks.com decodes each Sun Sign
– by giving you a complete low-down on general nuances – with interesting
nuggets of information and features that make for great reads. This aspect
gives  this  book  a  timeless  appeal.  The  importance  of  predictions  for  a
coming year may wane as the time elapses, but this beautifully classified
information on Zodiac Signs will always remain relevant, making this book an
invaluable, handy reference. The 'Sun-Sign in a nutshell' feature is meant to
give you a fair idea of the most interesting aspects related to each Sign – be
it the best day, lucky gemstone etc.  

As you move to the Predictions section, you will come across clear, concise
and detailed – chronologically arranged - predictions for the year 2023 for
each  Sun  Sign.  The  predictions  have  been  arrived  at  after  a  meticulous
analysis of the planetary alignments in store in the year 2023 vis-a-vis each
Zodiac Sign. 

All attempts have been made to keep the predictions lucid and concise. For
each  Sign,  you  will  get  yearly,  in-depth  month-by-month,  week-by-week
forecasts, monthly tips and important dates. The annual horoscope section
comprehensively touches most important aspects and areas of every life -
like love, relationships, finance, career, domestic life, health trends etc. The
monthly  and  weekly  forecasts  provide  you  ample  hints  on  vital  days,
important areas - with respect to planetary alignments at a given time – and
times, when you would need to be extra cautious. 

Your Zodiac Horoscopes 2023 by GaneshaSpeaks.com has been written and
compiled with an aim to enhance the happiness and satisfaction quotient of
your  life.  As  already  mentioned,  you  can  use  it  as  a  general  guide  to
understand yourself  and people  around you better,  OR can  employ  it  to
foresee  the  probable  opportunities/challenges,  and  consequently  handle
them well – all through the year 2023 and beyond. You may also gift this
book to your loved ones. Ganesha wishes you luck, and hopes that you will
utilise this book, His gift to you, to the fullest. 
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Author's Note
All  the  Zodiac  Signs’  descriptions  and  predictions  (barring  the  articles)
carried  in  this  book  are  based  on  the  Sun  Signs  and  the  Western
methodology  of  Astrology.  Plus,  they  have  been  written  and  compiled
keeping in mind an average reader, who may or may not be familiar with the
subject of  Astrology and Zodiac Signs.  Hence, the implications have been
kept  simple,  and the  deductions,  general  and universally  applicable.  We,
thus, deliberately avoid loaded, text-book terms and specific nuances.   
Beside the Sun Sign - other planetary aspects exert significant influence on
an individual, playing a vital role in shaping his future and life. An individual
is often a sum total of these (and more). And, although Sun Signs do make a
great contribution, they are duly assisted by other cosmic aspects. The Sun
Sign  descriptions  and  predictions,  thus,  given  in  the  book  Your  Zodiac
Horoscopes  2023 are  largely  general  in  nature.  They  do  not  take  into
consideration Astrology's other specifics. 
Have you ever wondered why your Capricorn friend is  not  as  much of  a
calculated  money keeper as  a  zodiac  description says?  And,  why do you
think your Libra mom gets too hasty in taking her decisions, when all she is
supposed to be is balanced? Well, as aforementioned, besides Sun Signs –
which are determined by one's Date of Birth – there are other factors, as per
Astrology, which shape a person's overall personality. 
That is why - you may have noticed that Astrologers ask for your Birth Time
to create your Personal Horoscope/ Janam Kundli.  
Thus, while reading your predictions, bear in mind that, although, Sun Signs
guide  us  in  creating near-perfect  predictions  for  the  year  2023,  there  is
always a possibility of discrepancies. Besides, for all practical purposes, not
all individual nuances can be covered within the scope of a book. Keep these
important points in mind, as you go about enjoying this vastly useful book. In
your course, you shall see how, subtly yet powerfully, these insights improve
your life and its various aspects. 
Again for  practical  purposes,  we have,  at different junctures in the book,
used the alternate symbolic names of Sun/Zodiac Signs. The Ram stands for
Aries, the Bull for Taurus, the Twins for Gemini, the Crab for Cancer, the Lion
for Leo, the Virgin for Virgo, the Scales for Libra, the Archer for Sagittarius,
the Goat for Capricorn, the Water Bearer for Aquarius and the Fish for Pisces
(with the exception of Scorpio). In no way, do we intend any offence on the
people of any Zodiac Sign by employing these names. 
Lastly,  please  note  that  the Zodiac  Sign pointers  and Yearly  predictions
given here are in NO way a substitute to your personal discretion OR a
professionally  done  Natal  Chart/  Janam  Kundli  (Personal  Horoscope)
reading.
Live and let live!
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The Zodiac Mysteries
The  Sun  is  the  largest  celestial  body  in  our  solar  system.  As  per
Astrology, the Sun signifies the Soul. No wonder it holds a place of pride,
when  it  comes  to  understanding  and  interpreting  a  birth  chart  in
astrology.  Of  course,  other  vital  planets  and  their  positioning  in  a
Horoscope decide the course of one's life. But, the importance of Sun
cannot  be  over-emphasised.  Western  Astrology  lays  a  plenty  of
emphasis  on  employing  Sun's  positioning  and  its  relation with  other
planets  in  determining  one's  characteristic  traits,  features  and  even
future trends. Sun is said to exert a major influence on one's personality
and personal life, and also determines one's choices and preferences. 

Based  on  the  entire  Zodiac,  there  are  a  total  of  12  Sun  Signs,  also
referred to as Star Signs in myriad literature. They are based on one's
Date of Birth, and take into account the aforementioned fact that the
Sun is indicative of, to a great degree, one's personal qualities, tastes,
preferences and choices. Although a division of qualities based on Sun
Signs is seen as too broad by many, it still gives a fair view/ idea of the
likes, dislikes and lucky charms of people of a particular set. 
Now, each Sun Sign may have any of the three main qualities – Cardinal,
Fixed or Mutable - four Sun Signs fall under each quality. Some of each
Sun Sign's inherent traits may also be traced to these umbrella qualities. 

Cardinal Signs are – Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn. These Signs are seen
as  active,  enterprising  and  innovative.  Noted  for  their  leadership
qualities, these Signs are NOT necessarily dominant and overpowering.
People of these Signs would rather  make their presence felt  with calm
authority.    
Often  referred  to  as  the organizers  of  the Zodiac,  the  Signs  that  fall
under the  Fixed quality are  Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius.  Quite
resistant  to  change,  people  under  these  Signs  tend  to  be  stubborn,
intense, steadfast and fiercely loyal. Freedom loving, they usually turn
detached and reclusive  (usually  with  the exception of  the gregarious
Leo), when their personal space is invaded.   

The four Mutable Signs are – Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces. All
the four mutable ones tend to be excellent communicators, and are seen
as  versatile  and  adaptable.  Networking  and  inter-personal  skills  may
safely be called as their forte. The natives of these four Signs tend to be
somewhat self-absorbed. 
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The Zodiac Elements and Colour 
Palette 

Elements 

The popular astrology takes into account four elements – Fire, Air, Water
and Earth. All the 12 Sun Signs can be classified under these elements
such that there are three Sun Signs under each head - 

The Fire Signs – Aries, Leo, Sagittarius

The Earth Signs – Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn

The Air Signs – Gemini, Libra, Aquarius

The Water Signs – Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces

Astrology and Colour 

Colours are important to us, and they do have an impact on us. They fill
the  otherwise  mundane  life  with  excitement,  zaniness  and  beauty.
Colours are said to have a marked effect on our sensibilities, feelings,
moods etc.  That is why there is a noted alternative therapy called as
Colour Therapy. Surround yourself with compatible colours, and see the
difference yourself.

Various  tones,  moods,  qualities  and  feelings  can  be  associated  with
colours or colour groups like Reds are warm, Blues are cool while Greens
are  said  to  induce  restfulness,  and  white  is  said  to  augur  clarity  of
thought. 

When  it  comes  to  the  connection  between  colours  and  astrology,
different  colours  have  been  associated  since  times  immemorial  with
various  Zodiac  Signs.  The  connection  is  largely  made  based  on  the
elements  and qualities  linked with the Zodiac  Signs,  and also on  the
personality traits associated with these signs, elements and qualities. 

One can choose the colours and colour mixes based on their  Zodiac,
their  element  and/  or  their  complementary  nature.  Elements  which
naturally foster each other are said to be complementary in terms of
colour palette too. So, you will see that the colours associated with the
Earth  Signs  and  the  colours  associated  with  the  Water  Signs  will  be
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related, and same goes for the Fire colours and the Air colours, which
are said to enliven each other. 

Now, using or bringing in a compatible colour scheme at all times can be
tricky,  especially if  you feel  stuck due to professional  or conventional
reasons, and cannot suddenly introduce an eclectic colour scheme into
your life. Firstly, note that surrounding yourself with a good, compatible
colour is important, if you are looking to benefit from the therapeutic
and astrological properties of colour. But, how you do it is best left to
you only, which means that it could be done in any which way you find
suitable. Add colour to your surroundings with the aids of home décor,
paint on the walls, paintings, flower arrangements, aquarium or simply
with clothes, accessories or colourful additions at your workplace desk.  

The Fire Signs 

The three Zodiac Signs that subscribe to the element Fire are Aries, Leo
and Sagittarius. Active, enthusiastic individuals of this group tend to be
quite assertive and vigorous. The people under this group, in these three
Signs are not the ones to be easily deterred by the blows of life. Always
striving to rise above the mundane and swim upstream, these Zodiac
Signs are the initiators, and don't hesitate in putting their imagination to
creative reality.  Fire Signs gel  well  the most with the signs under the
same group, yet they also tend to connect with the Air Signs. Fire and
Water do not make a good mix, and hence signs of these two groups
tend to not connect well. As far as the Earth Signs are concerned, Fire
Signs tend to have an average to decent amount of tolerance for them. 

Associated Colours 
All Fire Signs can be most associated with the varied colours related to
the fire itself.  So,  be it  flaming reds,  inviting tangerines or  shades of
yellow, Fire Signs tend to relate to it all. 

Aries 
The Aries-born is a restless, active and courageous individual, and thus
associates most with the brightest or rather deepest of the colours in
the Red family. So, all kinds of reds - crimson, scarlet, brick-red, tomato
red, vermilion and even pillar-box red – work for them. Aries is also the
ruler of these colours. 
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Leo 
Sun is the ruler of mighty lions, the Leos – the intimidating leaders of the
Zodiac,  or  so  they  would  like  to  believe!  Hence,  the  colours  most
associated with the Lions are sunlight colours – yellows in all shades and
hues, orange, tangerine, gold, burnished golden, bright yellow of daisies
and sunshine. 

Sagittarius 
The Archer as a Zodiac Sign is ruled by the largest planet Jupiter – the
planet  of  deep,  profound thought,  analysis  and knowledge.  Thus  the
colours associated are the colours of Jupiter – deep yellows, mustard
yellow, greenish yellows, and even indigo, deep blue etc. Darker shades
of red like maroon etc. are also associated, and even the colours that are
formed by combining reds with the tinges of blue and yellow – purples,
violets, aubergine etc. 

The Earth Signs 

Cautious, practical and methodical in their approach and attitude, Earth
Signs represent the ground reality in the Zodiac. Down-to-earth with a
conservative perspective and a subtle, often subdued taste,  the Earth
Signs  – Taurus,  Virgo and Capricorn  -  tend to be the flag  bearers  of
everything  that's  stable,  earthy  and  realistic.  Their  understated
preferences  and  high  regard  for  quality,  durability  and relevance  are
mirrored in the way they carry themselves. Often the ones to be the
most well turned out amongst a crowd, Earth Signs value their pre-set
goals, materialism and wealth, and have a genuine respect for people
who  manage  to  carve a  niche  for  themselves.  Impulsiveness  doesn't
come naturally, even though it's desirable that they let themselves go, at
times–  doing  something  rash,  fun  or  colourful,  just  once  in  a  while,
won't hurt them!

Associated Colours 
The colours of nature and earth tend to be the best for theses earthy
creatures. Practical colours that have a matter-of-fact appeal work well,
and are  best  carried.  However,  this  doesn't  mean that  these elegant
Signs can't carry off anything jazzy or psychedelic. It's actually good if
they  become more  experimental,  and do something  crazy  once in  a
while.   
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Yet, it's unlikely that Earth Signs will dress in a riot of colour from head
to toe.  But,  then  slightly  offbeat  ones  will  match  some zany  colours
nicely with their favourite, subtle tones. Not that they go wrong usually
when it  comes to the aesthetics,  anyway! Unsurprisingly,  Earth Signs
tend to have a special preference for pastels and beige.   

Water Signs make the best matches for the Earth ones, and the colours
associated with Water do well for the Earth ones too. Colours of Fire and
Air too may be connected to the colours of Earth. 
Taurus  

This  Sign  enjoys  the  broadest  range  of  colours  and  a  most  eclectic,
although subtle, palette thanks to its ruling planet Venus. The planet of
beauty, aesthetics and attraction bears a special connection with colour
in  all  its  forms,  and  so  Taurus  too  ends  up  enjoying  it.  Most  pastel
colours, pale hues and floral tones work well for the Bulls. So it's pale
blues, surf greens and rosy pinks all  the way for these exotic ones. In
short an idyllic blend of all elements - colours of Fire, Water and Air in
their exotic best - works wonders.

Virgo
Virgos move further into the spectrum inching towards the earth tones
of dull blues, greens and even yellows, muted beige, mushroom hues,
greys and fawn. Although all these colours suit Virgos, you will see them
experimenting  with  other  colours  too.  The  self-loving  Virgins  have  a
great faith in their own self, which makes it easier for them to break out
of their practical mould more than their counterpart Earth Signs. 

Capricorn
Next in line is the zodiac's most dignified yet reticent and conventional
Sign – Capricorn – the upward moving Goat. They take the analogy of
earth  and  associated  colours  further  into  the  spectrum.  The  colours
most  suited to them are the deepest  of  the shades of  earth – jewel
tones in green, blue and brown, mud brown and beige, soot-grey, dark
grey  and  yes....black.  The  latter  ones  are  best  associated  thanks  to
Capricorn's ruling planet Saturn. The take-away, though, for Goats is that
they will do best with these colours, but it will not hurt, if they loosen up
somewhat and add more tones from the palette of mother earth – an icy
blue, an electric green and even a sandstone red won't hurt!
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The Air Signs
Cool, light and collected – airy – in short – that's how one can broadly
describe the Air Signs – Libra, Gemini and Aquarius. These are the ones
who  mostly  manage  to  keep  a  calm,  rational  and  largely  detached
approach in most emotional of the situations. Not the ones to usually
put  up  a  show of  their  inner  feelings  and emotions,  these signs  are
active, agile and communicative. Intellectual activities are stimulating for
them,  and  choosing  their  colours  too  become  something  they  deal
rationally  with.  No  wonder  their  design  and  colour  choices  bear  a
cerebral  perspective.  Air Signs gel  well  among each other,  as each of
them is chatty, communicative and likes to be with right people at the
right place and right time – too perfectionist, but, so what, it suits them!
They have an eye for expensive stuff and luxuries of life enchant them.
Earth  and Water  Signs  generally  find it  difficult  to  associate  with  Air
Signs, as either will not be comfortable with the other in the long run,
despite a good start. 

Associated Colours
Air is colourless and transparent to a great degree. The colours of sky
and translucent tones may also be attributed to air. Same goes for the
Air Signs – the colours related to air apply for Air Signs too. So, it's hues
of sky, changing colours of horizon, whites all can be associated with the
Air  Signs.  Thumb  rule  is  'light'  and  'cool'.  Earthy  tones  and  deep,
mysterious hues will not find favour here!

Libra
The balanced ones – Libra find it easy to rationalize during trickiest of
the life's issues. No wonder they opt for the most professional, coolest
and balanced of the hues. So, it's blues and shades all the way for this
Air  Sign.  Medium  shades  of  blue,  translucent  greens  and  light,  even
whitish blues and pale pinks – all are great. Although the Libra are born
with an inherent charm, garish colours are not carried well, and so says
the astrology. So, it's not Sagittarius's dark blue or Taurus's pale, pastel
one, but the mid-hue of blue that suits a Libra. Libra and Taurus – thanks
to their shared ruling planet – Venus, display similarity in this respect.  

Gemini
The ruling planet of Gemini, Mercury, is quite good an explanation for
their  mercurial  temperament.  Confused?  Don't  be  or  else  forget
understanding  a  Gemini!  There  are  extremes,  and  they  like  both  of
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them.  Twins'  design  and  colour  choices  reflect  the  same.  Their
associated  colours  stretch  from  the  pale  yellow  of  Mercury  to  the
transparent blues of sky. Colours of the Sun, varying colours of horizon –
scattered pink of the twilight and dull grey interspersed with golden and
blue of dawn and aquamarine blue all find favour with the Twins. 

Aquarius
Electric blue – the brightest of the sky colour family – finds the place of
pride in a Water Bearer's life.  The colour is a reflection of this Sign's
startling  persona  –  difficult  to  explain  reactions  even when  pleasant,
unexpected responses and the overall mystery. Jade green, royal blue,
turquoise, deep surf blue find favour with Aquarius. And, so do deep
grey and black! There's a nice analogy that can describe an Aquarius'
taste in colours – it's as changeable, unexplainable and myriad as the
changing shade of clouds and sky would be, if one moved towards the
outer  limits  of  atmosphere,  on  the  verge  of  entering  the  depths  of
space!!

The Water Signs 

The trio of Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces form the Water Signs. All three
share their emotional excesses and sensitivity, yet they are not the ones
to be bogged down by unpleasantness and fears. It's, in fact, pressure
and responsibilities, which psyche them out making them withdraw and
under-perform.  Yet,  all  the  three  Signs  can  be  credited  for  excellent
intuitive  prowess  and  an  internal  strength  that's  seldom  seen.  No
wonder they tend to be the absorbers of negativity and others' troubles
and fears. But, it's their strong emotional responses, which can be quite
draining,  and  that  is  why  these  Signs  need  their  private  space  and
seclusion to recharge their emotional reserves. Don't nag a Watery Sign,
if he/ she is withdrawn! Their notable spirituality and perceptiveness is
well known. Water Signs do well with the Signs of the Earth family, as
the earth tends to lend form and structure to water. Colours related to
the Earth Signs, thus, do well for the Water ones too. Fire and Air are not
compatible with Water – while the Fire is absolutely incompatible, Air
may have initial pleasant moments, which don't last long. 

Associated Colours
It goes without saying that colours related to the depths and mysteries
of  nature  in  general  and  water  in  particular  associate  well  with  the
Water Signs. So, it could be any colour ranging from blues and greens of
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water to the burnished golds and deep reds of a sunset. Muted, pale
tones of earth brown may not suit their taste, but stark white, off-whites
and silver make their day.  

Cancer 
The most watery of the three Water Signs is Crab, and that is why they
bear the maximum affinity to the hues of water and, not surprisingly, sea
–  their  home.  Beach  lovers,  malleable  and  reclusive,  they  love  the
marine  colours,  but  it's  the  colours  of  Moon  that  find  maximum
preference with them. That is because Moon is their ruler, and is also
the one  that  makes  them  gentle,  confused and dreamy.  The  lightest
shades of blue – surf blue, the blues of the ocean foam and the blue of
the morning sky – gentle and polished – work the best. Same applies to
the greens – never the electric or gaudy shades, but the sea greens of
the pastel variety. And, what rules, obviously, is White – and silver and a
few smoky colours associated with moon, full-moon and even no moon!

Scorpio

Scorpio is different than the two other Water Signs in more than one
way. The most mysterious Sign of the Zodiac is deeply associated with
the darkest and deepest shades – be it reds, maroons, violets, browns,
golds - all  thanks to Mars, the planet closely associated with Scorpio.
Pluto, the coldest and the farthest planet, the ruling planet of Scorpio
also bears its effects on their design and colour sensibilities. Hence, the
affinity towards dark! And then, there are the colours from the water
palette – greens, blues and the likes – but all in their darker hues.

Pisces
Pisces picks up from where the Scorpio stops! So, this dreamy, romantic
and submissive Sign gets the hint of reds and violets from Scorpio, and
adjusts them to suit its sensibilities. Thus, it's fuchsia, mauves, lavender,
pale purples and pinks – all hues of pink rather; it's the most feminine
and romantic colour after all – for Fish in the colour department. And,
then there are light, bright green, aquamarine and sea-blue, which suit
them  quite  well,  and  bring  out  their  best  features.  Whites,  creams,
peach  and  dreamy  tones  of  various  colours  also  attract  the  design
sensibilities of  a Fish.  All  in all,  a splash of colour,  but  all  mixed and
coordinated to the aesthetic t. 
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Zodiac Signs in Love
Aries : Vitality is the second name of this proverbial infant. Aries knows
how to celebrate life with his candour, optimism and love for adventure.
Probably  that  is  why  despite  being  the  self-centred,  self-absorbed,
impulsive babe, Aries is so lovable, and manages to win admirers with a
surprising ease.  Love for  them is  a  given,  a  necessity  that  has  to be
fulfilled. They demand it as if it is their birth-right. They will go to the
least probable places looking for love, especially if it catches their fancy.
When in Love, they tend to be very loving and mindful of their loved
one's  needs  and  demands.  Happiest  to  pamper  with  extravagant
gestures, they see love as an accomplishment. The babe in Aries secretly
craves a lot of babying, and yearns that all his desires be fulfilled at the
first  instance.  Aries  need constant  reassurances  in  love (though,  they
usually are too egoistic and smug to accept!). A happy and satiated in
love Aries is generous and cheerful. While, a neglected in love Aries shall
shout, cry and throw tantrums. Besides, an unhappy in love Aries may
develop  a  tendency  to  get  bored  with  people  too  soon,  may  even
become a philanderer. 

Taurus : The healthy, cherubic baby in Taurus is loved and admired by
many, and yet many are afraid of his stubborn tantrums and sudden,
unannounced  grumpiness.  The  toddler-in-making  understands  and
appreciates the love and security net provided by his family,  and lays
supreme importance on both, as he needs them for his sustenance and
happiness.  Anything  that  brings  the  familiar  comfort  and  warmth  is
valued and clung on to by Taurus. Love for them is affection in its primal,
physical, visible sensual sense. Love to a Taurus ought to be pleasurable
and available, when he needs it. And, he likes (and knows) to both give
and receive love. The deeper, more subliminal aspect of love may not be
understood by the Bull. Very steadfast and loyal, Taurus natives value
material comforts and security, and get drawn to people who have and
can  provide  for  them.  When  in  Love  Bulls  are  devoted.  Their
understanding  and  display  of  love,  though,  may  lack  depth  or
tenderness.  Traditional  and  least  change-oriented,  their  relationships
too may mirror their personalities. Rejection and betrayal are abhorred!

Gemini : The toddler in Gemini understands, appreciates and values his
autonomy and new-found independence. He can speak and express, and
is no longer dependent on others for fulfilment. Communication is new
and very very enchanting! This is intoxicating. Most Geminis love to talk.
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And, manage to leave others smitten in the process. Love for them is
conformity  that  does  bring  happiness  and  pleasure,  yet  can  be  a
hindrance  to  complete,  uninhibited  freedom.  In  positive  sense,  love
becomes an enjoyable bond for Gemini. When negatively viewed, it may
cause resentment,  as  the Twins may see love as restrictive.  When in
Love, Gemini can be versatile, entertaining, inquisitive and stimulating.
Their  candid,  amicable  personalities  make  them  great  companions.
Spending hours simply chatting and interacting with their loved one is
always  on  their  agenda.  Geminis,  however,  are  prone  to  bouts  of
restlessness  and  recklessness.  Impractical,  impatient  and  inconsistent
when under such spells, they may attempt to run away from love. Also
prone  to  the  feelings  of  duality  about  love  and  relationships  –  one
moment craving the pleasure, amusement and warmth the love brings,
and the next moment resenting it with full force. 

Cancer : The Crab craves change, yet is scared of it. Not an adult yet, the
adolescent  hidden  in  Cancer  is  enchanted  by  the  grown  up,  mature
world, while the security net of his family, the familiarity and safety of
his home still tugs him back. The Crab deals with a plenty of emotions,
many of which are new to him, yet very real,  very deep. He watches
others  with  an  eerie  perception,  and  thence  develops  his  famous
instinct, his intuition. Love for them is the emotional security net, a need
that is above all, and that, ideally, should come from a familiar corner of
their  lives.  This  great  need  for  love  evokes  in  them  a  deep
sentimentality. When in Love, they love with all  their senses, all  their
might – completely and irrevocably. They make gentle, sensitive, caring
and loving mates, often sensible and cautious. And, they need an equal
amount of, if not more, love, attention and tenderness back from their
partner.  Crabs can't  handle hurts,  though – their  silent  anger is  well-
known, and so is their tenacious shell. They need their quiet moments to
recharge and refuel their drained emotions.

Leo : The king Leo is regal,  proud and confident – of the self,  of the
ability  and  of  his  knowledge.  Courageous,  large-hearted  and
compassionate, Lion is full of youthful enthusiasm and vigour, often the
proverbial performer. The symbol of idealistic young blood, the bright,
warming sunshine and the spring bloom, Leo loves gazing at  himself,
admiring  his  handsome  features,  dogged  drive,  keen  perception,
surprising candour and admirable wit. Love for the Lion is romance –
bright, frothy and beautiful – akin to the fairy tales. Lion loves the idea
of 'being in love'. This feeling for Leo may not always be about loving
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someone else, but oneself and the whole world, at large. In love, the Leo
are  supremely  ardent,  affectionate,  loving  and  amorous.  They  love
pampering  their  loved  ones  with  open  displays  of  affection  and
magnanimous gestures. In return, they expect,  rather demand, ample
doses of praises and thank-yous. On the flip side, although, Leos possess
all  the  qualities  of  a  great  life  partner,  they  can  be taxing  as  lovers.
Besides,  given  their  vanity  and  social  popularity,  they  may  end  up
neglecting their partners or drift towards multiple relationships.  

Virgo : Conscientious, dutiful perfectionists, Virgos are meticulous and
prim with a competitive, survival instinct so marked that it dominates
their life and choices. No wonder that they are said to signify the realist
young adult donning the mantle of maturity and determination. Capable
of  dissecting,  de-constructing and analysing almost  everything,  Virgos
believe in submitting to the norm for the benefit of duty and practicality.
Love to them is a mystery to which they are often happy and content to
surrender. On the edge of awareness, yet not willing to know further,
Virgos may believe completely in what they see. Completely devoted to
their relationships, they do keep their practical antennae up, at all times.
Besides, their constantly working minds may not allow them to let their
hair down. When in Love, they are gentle, dutiful and loyal. They love
taking care of their loved ones, creating perfect havens and pampering
along  the  way.  Dependence  is  abhorred,  and  so  are  sloth  and
disorganisation.  Virgos'  vigilant,  fretting  selves  rarely  miss  anything.
Becoming overly critical  of partner's  flaws is a possibility with Virgos.
Jealousy and competitiveness too may mar Virgos' relationships.

Libra : Libra is capable of understanding and appreciating myriad facets
of human existence and the world at large. Libra knows that the key lies
in  moderation,  in  finding  and  internalising  the  fine  art  of  balance.
Existence comes to assume a wider perspective in the Libran world. Love
to  them  is,  thus,  harmony.  Mating  of  minds  that  is  balanced  –  not
extreme  in  any  way,  leading  to  happy,  pleasurable  results.  In  Libra's
poised, symmetrical world, love is also a lot about beauty. These people
know when they have fallen in love, and like it to come with all the frills
attached -wine,  roses,  candles,  pink hearts  et  al.  However,  they may
rarely  get  to  know  –  why.  Getting  drawn  towards  beauty,  elegance,
money,  success,  fine  things  in  life,  lifestyle,  they  may  forget/  fail  to
appreciate their partner for what/ who he/ she is. When in Love, they
make  for  attractive,  charming,  tender,  committed  and  interesting
partners.  Objective and fair,  they may take their  time to say yes,  but
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once they have made up their minds, they seldom stage a walk-out. 

Scorpio  : Passionate,  sorted,  capable,  mature,  keenly  intuitive,  yet
insecure,  restless  and  secretive,  Scorpios  are  as  mysterious  as  they
come.  This  emotional  and  magnetic  Water  Sign  signifies  the  mature
human being who already knows a plenty, yet is able to perceive that
there's a lot he still hasn’t seen. And thus, he desires to see and find it
all. Scorpio is fiercely protective of his own self, and of his loved ones.
Any  hurt  and  Scorpio  reflexively  stings  back  –  revenge,  instant  and
complete is the name of the game in his raw, intense world. Defeats
motivate him,  and hurts  harden his resolve to bounce back.  Love for
them is an all consuming desire for oneness that engulfs their lives, and
greatly affects their opinions. To them love is supreme, worthy of any
sacrifice,  even  when  expressed  and  understood  in  a  more  physical,
carnal way. In love, Scorpio is potent, protective, gentle and loyal. In the
beginning, though, they may play it cool. Passionate to the core, these
magnetic  and  powerful  beings  are  sure  to  draw  attention  and
appreciation from myriad quarters. 

Sagittarius : Restless, inquisitive and philosophical Sagittarius find it hard
to believe anything/ anyone at the first go, and hence take time to form
opinions.  Born  with  a  unique  spirit  of  inquiry,  they  (with  their
penetrating logic and curiosity) aim to unearth the mysteries. Candid as
they are, in their attempt to know and see, they may end up asking/
saying blunt,  embarrassing or rude things. They can be optimistic yet
sceptical, fanatic yet atheist, and tactless yet serious! Love to them is
true, eternal yet something that they may never see or feel, and thus
needs to be found, investigated, restored or retained, before it is lost
forever. No wonder, Archers are insecure, even though their insecurities
are carefully masked under the garb of garrulous, self-immersed, blunt
exteriors. Scared of reality (and even shocked beyond repair by it), they
seek refuge in idealism. Unable to look inwards, so socially tuned in they
are,  they  may  fail  to  achieve  true  fulfilment.  In  love,  Sagittarius  are
cheerful,  optimistic,  communicative  and  adventurous.  They  are  their
happiest in a new relationship, as there is so much to find, so much to
know and so much to see.

Capricorn  : Hardened  by  experience,  Capricorn  is  stable,  steadfast,
responsible, driven and dependable. However tired or weary it may be,
the Goat is never scared of leading the way for others or taking a new
responsibility.  Gifted with great personal strength, organizational skills
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and a perfunctory sense of practicality, they believe in carrying on when
others have long stopped or discarded a task. Love to them is a mutually
satisfying  exchange  that  brings  the  needed  security,  peace  and
contentment. It may not be the idyllic, romantic, liberating feeling as in
the movies,  but is definitely  important.  Capricorns'  stern exterior  and
Saturnine ways hide their gentle, tender side. Yet, they understand that
love means being able to forgive, and rise above the human flaws. When
in  love,  they  are  dependable  and caring.  Not  the ones  to  believe  in
excess  of  emotion  and display,  however,  they  tend  to  be  controlled,
measured, even cautious in their approach to love. They may even be
called selfish and callous. But, let a Goat open up, and you may have a
very interesting partner beside you, who does have a sense of humour
(even  if  tinged  with  sarcasm  and  irony),  and  who  is  capable  of
appreciating finer things in life. 

Aquarius : Novelty  enchants Aquarius,  and the modernity infuses life
into them. Aquarius firmly believe that they know and can infer. Liberal
to the point of being peculiar, even eccentric at times, yet so wise, they
are a mystery to many. Fixed in their own personal priorities, style and
opinions,  they  crave,  propagate  and  encourage  change.  And,  hence
comes the duality, which surprises other people. Love for them is cool,
impersonal  yet  unselfish  and enjoyable.  To  the humanitarians  of  the
zodiac, love is universal and ought to be selfless.  In love,  Aquarius is
communicative, imaginative, witty, candid and friendly. The mate of this
intelligent person will find great fun in spending time with him, as an
Aquarius is always full of beans – innovative, bubbling with novel ideas
to do something different and unconventional yet fun and cosy. Usually
loyal  (especially  when they  have  found the  'one'),  and supportive of
independent  partners,  they  themselves  guard  their  independence
fiercely. On the flip side, since many Water Bearers have their hands full,
their  social  calendars  chock-a-block,  they  may  get  detached,  absent-
minded and unmindful of their partner's needs. And, when confronted,
they may simply refuse to cooperate. 

Pisces : Dreamy, romantic healers of the Zodiac, the Pisces are kindred
souls – sympathetic and modest. Often quiet, slow and measured, the
proverbial  'old  souls'  seem  to  possess  a  deep  understanding  of  life,
especially  when  seen  from  a  distance.  Ones  who  come  across  as
detached and passive, they may seem troubled to some and enchanting
to others.  Some Pisces  may want  to  abandon it  all  and leave,  while
others  may completely  give  in  to  the epicurean,  hedonistic  romantic
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ideal.  Love  is  a  selfless  emotion  to  them,  a  miracle  that  completes,
creates a 'whole',  and requires  entire submission of  the self.  In  love,
Pisces  are  is  nurturing,  intuitive,  selfless  and  compassionate,  yet
frustrating at times. Rarely willing to explain his stance and quite fixed in
opinions and thoughts, they are capable of evoking a variety of feelings,
broad enough to cover the entire spectrum of  extremes.  They avoid,
rather  shun,  confrontation  and make  submissive  partners.  In  healthy
relationships,  they flower,  blossom and are capable  of  attaining their
poetic, philosophic and creative best. Wrong experiences, on the other
hand,  may divert  them towards  the irrevocable  routes  of  addictions,
alcoholism, promiscuity and wasting. 

Zodiac Sign Preferences
Know the preferences of various Zodiac Signs. Find out which one makes
the best shopping partner, and which one of them would make the best
gym-buddy!  Also  find about  the  preferences  of  various  Zodiac  Signs'
natives in terms of sports and health. 

Aries: Initiating any activity  comes naturally to these initiators of  the
Zodiac, but the real challenge for them lies in sustaining interest in it.
Energy, initiative and enthusiasm are a given, but so are impatience and
wavering  attention,  when  it  comes  to  Rams.  An  Aries  loves  to  be
pronounced as a fitness freak, and will  also love to indulge in myriad
sporting and physical exercise activities. But, then, they may not really
be very consistent with these 'gym and playground' escapades. However,
given their natural ebullience, they tend to excel in sporting activities,
especially running, sprints, cycling, biking and high-impact aerobics. 

Their  choice  for  auto-mobiles  too  mirrors  their  love  for  everything
contemporary, fast and challenging – Aries love to ride a sports-bike or a
sports-car. And, whatever they choose to drive, one thing is sure - their
'mean-machine' has to be snazzy! Aries exhibit similar tastes, when it
comes to  other  things  like  clothes,  accessories,  jewels  and footwear.
They  will  always  point  at  the  most  in-style  and  chic  jewellery  and
apparels.  So,  it's a wise idea to take them as shopping companions –
they won't be imposing, but will lend you excellent advice about latest
places to shop and trendiest stuff to buy. Have fun!

Taurus: Headstrong  and  stable  Bulls  are  practical  beings,  and  thus
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appreciate the importance of physical fitness and regular exercise. But,
then they may find it  difficult to implement this understanding,  given
their proclivity for many other activities and pastimes. Thus, a Taurus
may find it hard to divide his/ her activity or reading time to get going on
a treadmill. However, when it comes to sports and fun activities, they
more than make it up for any lack of physical exercise. They love to put
their endurance and stamina to test by indulging in activities like rowing,
tug-of-war,  canoeing,  mountaineering,  hiking,  trekking,  travelling  the
world and gardening. On the sports front, basketball, volleyball, cricket,
golf, rugby rule for Bulls. 

Materialistic  Bulls  like  to  firmly  believe  that  their  possessions,  be  it
mundane items like garments or their much-loved auto-mobiles, are the
best. They may not always be, though, yet Taurus won't prefer knowing
that. In the jewellery department, understated yet classy stuff rules, and
yes it will be expensive. Think diamonds and timelessly chic pieces! If
going shopping, take along a Bull, if you are looking for something really
different. Their love for the 'eccentric' often makes them shop for stuff
that's truly class-apart. So, do take their advice when looking to stand
apart in a crowd.

Gemini: Wiggly and restless Geminis like sports and physical exercises,
but not as much as partying and socialising. Jogging, spinning, dancing
and fun-games top their list of ways to remain fit. However, most Twins
will  manage to have good fun even in a gymnasium. And, that is not
because they love toiling on machines and weights, (they hate it rather)
but because they quickly find interesting gym-buddies with whom they
enjoy hanging out for a post-workout snack! When it comes to sports,
anything that is played in pairs catches their attention, so it's badminton,
tennis, chess or billiards for them, all the way. Competitive sports and
group activities too find favour with the gregarious Twins.

Ample  socialising  skills  lend  another  excellent  trait  to  Twins  –  their
superior negotiation and bargaining skills. And, they are not the ones to
join the 'brand-wagon'. No wonder, Geminis, especially women, make
brilliant shopping companions for budget or street shopping trips. Junk
jewellery and knick-knacks are not favoured items on their shopping list,
though.  In  fact,  otherwise  fun  loving  Geminis  are  absolutely
conventional, practical and utilitarian in the shopping department. So,
they will also not let you go over-board! Their non-fussy preference for
functional and economical reflects in their choice of vehicles too. 
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Cancer: Drive to match their sensitivity is what is needed by Cancers, if
they wish to achieve what they dream of! Chances of you finding them
cribbing that their efforts are not showing desired results are high. Why?
Irregularity and lack of passion, maybe! However, give them a dedicated
gym-buddy, and see them making a beeline for their workout, even early
in the morning. An emotional connect in form of a friend or a partner
can provide the necessary encouragement to propel the Crab towards
his/ her fitness goals.  They can also be instantly lured by an outdoor
water sports  expedition. Being water babies,  Crabs love to indulge in
water polo, boat race, para-sailing, ice-hockey and skiing.

Most Cancers are not regular shoppers, but once they get into a mood
for it (temperamental Crabs are driven by their whims), nothing stops
them. Shopping is a liberating experience for them. They just wish to
relish  the  experience  when  shopping.  Shrewd  beings,  they,  however,
manage to get the best value out of their expenditure. Non-intrusive,
excellent shopping partners, they will  never remind you of how much
you are spending, though. They like to shop for precious jewellery, and
their collectibles resemble the treasures of the seas - pearls, precious
stones rule. Not given to outward appearances, a Crab may not worry
much  about  acquiring  swanky  cars  or  vehicles,  though.  Rather,  they
would be more than happy driving their  cherished old bike or car  to
which they will be emotionally attached.

Leo: To channelise their vast energy and enthusiasm in the right way,
Lions prefer activities that'll let them excel physically. Conventional ways
of  burning  calories  won't  find  much  preference  here,  though.  Thus,
contemporary  and  'different'  routines  like  kick-boxing,  aqua-aerobics,
ballroom dancing or hot yoga will suit more to their idea of getting and
remaining  in  shape.  When  it  comes  to  sports,  Lions  again  have
aristocratic  tastes.  Thus,  they  prefer  amusing  themselves  with  sports
attached  to  royalty.  Hence,  golf,  yachting,  polo,  horse-riding  and  car
racing suit well the Lions' idea of grand entertainment. Gambling and
visit to casinos are also distinct possibilities.

Unlike  the  former  Zodiac  Sign  Cancer,  the  Lions  are  all  for  outward
appearances.  Given  to  a  certain  pomposity,  Leos  like  to  make  bold,
brazen  style  statements,  and  that  applies  to  their  choice  of  clothes,
vehicles  and jewellery.  If  their  pocket  permits,  the  Lions  will  love  to
become proud owners of a Lamborghini, a Rolls Royce, a Bentley or even
a custom-made version of a vintage car.  You'll  see them picking up a
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chunky neck-piece, a gleaming solitaire or a beaded bracelet, rather than
a delicate pearl ring, when jewellery shopping. And, if they ask you to
join  them  for  a  shopping  trip,  go  ahead  –  you'll  love  the  courteous
treatment and ebullient companionship. Reverse the situation, and the
results may not be as exemplary, though!  

Virgo: Loyal  and sincere,  Virgins are quite regular  at  sweating it  out.
Being  one  of  the  most  fitness  conscious  zodiac  signs,  their  idea  of
staying fit includes aerobics, yoga, jogging or dancing. They are all about
the  'au  natural'  look  and  feel.  Also,  besides  physically  fitness,  good
health is also about mental rejuvenation for them. Thus, they show a
keen interest in games that provide them intellectual stimulation, apart
from their oft-favoured basketball and gymnastics. You'll also see them
driven  towards  natural  ways  of  remaining  healthy,  and  that  includes
eating and sleeping well.  

Perfectionists to the core, Virgos are meticulous even when it comes to
shopping. Here, they exhibit a certain duality, though. On one hand, they
may simply pick up what they like without any prior planning, while on
the other hand they may look for a bag/ watch at five different places,
before  zeroing in  on the 'One'.  Appearances matter,  but  so does the
'value'. Virgins will buy jewellery only in two cases – one, if it's a good
investment, and/ or second, if they really, really like it. No wonder, they
have  a  special  preference  for  precious-metal  jewellery  and  precious
stones. For imitation pieces, they go for semi-precious stones, chunky,
psychedelic  or  ethnic  look  that'll  make  them  stand  out.  As  for  the
vehicles, Virgins have a bizarre choice, especially if they can't afford an
expensive model they fancy. They will prefer to buy a remodelled version
than use a run-of-the-mill budget car/ bike.

Libra: Balance and poise – these are the two mantras around which a
Libra's life and preferences revolve. They seek balance in all aspects of
their life, and health and physical fitness are no different. Meditation,
yoga, other calming and balancing forms of exercise appeal to them. So,
it's not only about burning calories,  but also about 'lifting spirits and
feeling great'. Unconventional exercise forms like Tai Chi, Kalaripayattu
and Kendo shall find favour with a Libra. Relaxing/ unwinding and having
fun are vital to a Libra for overall fitness – after all it's all about balance.
When it comes to sports, they are highly fond of athletic-activities that
would let them test and hone their balance. So, it's gymnastics, spinning,
hurdle-races, handball, skateboarding or skating for them, all the way.
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Suave, stylish and often well-turned out Libra natives,  surprisingly, do
not  like  to  shop.  A  Libra  male  is  most  likely  to  despise  his  wife's/
girlfriend’s shopping expeditions. Female Libra, on the other hand, may
love to buy expensive and designer stuff, but more so for her intimate
relations than her own self. However, you can consult them for tips on
latest  fashion  and  trends,  and  they  shall  happily  oblige.  And,  don't
forget,  they  love  receiving  classy  gifts  –  chic  and  delicate  jewellery
included.  Buying  or  wearing  jewellery,  otherwise,  isn't  a  preference
here. Any jewellery bought by them is merely for investment purposes.
They carry the same attitude, when it comes to their auto-mobiles. In
fact,  they  would  rather  have  their  vehicles  passed  on  to  them  as  a
legacy.

Scorpio: Intensely  competitive  and  passionate  in  whatever  they  do,
Scorpio  natives  tend  to  look  for  the  ways  to  enhance  their  physical
prowess  and  mental  strength.  Besides,  anything  that  intrigues  and
energizes them is also good enough to keep them going. Thus, when it's
about physical training, these aspects act as the guiding force. Vinayasa-
yoga,  power-yoga,  rock  climbing  or  multi-gym  activities  fit  the  bill
perfectly!  In  the  sports  department,  intense  athletic  activities  or
marathon races, which test their endurance and stamina, are their idea
of fun and play. Scorpios are also, many a times, unbeatable at games
like  chess,  monopoly.  These  are  the  sports  that  not  only  require  a
definitive strategy, but also give them a chance to flaunt their expertise.
And, if that's not all, the Scorpio may choose to zoom away in a powerful
bike  or  a  time-tested  car  at  the  end  of  the  day  to  refresh  himself/
herself. Their chosen vehicle will,  however,  have to be sturdy, reliable
and easy to maintain.  

Attractive and often quite poised, Scorpios have a distinct and definitive
taste  in  clothes.  They  have  set  choices,  and don't  like  anyone  giving
them any advice on it. The wardrobe of a Scorpio woman is usually very
tasteful, and may even be a cause of envy for many. Most Scorpios have
an exquisite choice in both clothes and accessories, and many of them
may be the proud owners of  some of the finest and rarest jewellery
pieces and/ or precious stones. Tried and tested brands rule, but not for
the sake of exclusivity, but because they guarantee longevity and trust.
No  wonder,  most  Scorpio  women  worship  shopping.  However,  many
men of this Sign are, more or less, indifferent to the  shopping activity.
However,  they  will  readily  pay  the  bill,  without  being  grumpy  or
inquisitive about your purchases. They may not be very appreciative too!
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Sagittarius: A powerhouse of energy, an Archer displays great strength
and  stamina,  and  tends  to  take  his/  her  workout  routine  a  tad  too
seriously. They have the knack of getting down to the slightest of the
details, and will meticulously plan each of their moves. Adventurous and
always ready to experiment,  Archers,  however,  fail  when they overdo
this  very bit.  They flourish the most in a competitive scenario where
they  get  ample  chances  to  boast  and  make  show  of  their  abilities.
Adventure,  team  activities,  vigorous  sports  like  squash,  lawn-tennis,
swimming,  horse-riding  and  even  basket  ball,  baseball  and  hiking/
trekking suit their sensibilities best. If this does not suffice, they like to
hit the road to explore new destinations in their posh set of hot-wheels
– a Sports Utility Vehicle, maybe!

If  the 'best-dressed' Sun Sign award was to be declared, a Sagittarius
native would win hands down! The Archers have a knack to pick up just
the 'right' objects at the 'right' time. An Archer woman is considered to
be street-smart, as she would exactly know what to and from where to
buy,  and that  includes  jewellery.  Great  at  bargaining skills,  she'll  also
often manage to buy at the most reasonable rates. On the other hand,
Archer  men  are  relatively  laid-back,  and  would  rather  be  patient
onlookers, while you shop. Thus, all  in all,  it's not a bad idea to take
them as shopping companions, especially if their interests are as ardent
(for shopping) as yours. 

Capricorn: No one appreciates the benefits and rewards of an exercise
and  fitness  program  more  than  a  dedicated  Goat.  Capable  of  first
sweating it out on a treadmill before heading for a tango/ jazz session,
Capricorn natives will be able to strike a balance between myriad means
to keep fit, given they gel with his/ her current set of responsibilities.
Weights, cardio, yoga, aerobics or walking in a nearby park - all may be
favoured  –  they  just  have  to  fall  in  line  with  the  Goat's  busy  work-
schedule. And if  that's not all,  they'll  also manage to fit in a trekking
expedition, a soccer game or following some natural remedy, but only if
time, or rather their work, permits. They also love playing competitive
field sports that test their stamina and energy.

Practical  and  prudent,  Goats,  often,  don't  fall  in  the  category  of
impulsive shoppers. Both male and female Goats are patient shopping
companions, and when in mood, they themselves don't mind spending
hours  or  even days  (for  bigger  purchases)  hunting for  just  the 'right'
thing.  That's  exactly  what  happens  when  it  comes  to  bagging  their
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'mean machine' - expect a Goat to create so much fuss that you'll be
tired and bored. But, the end result will be so spectacular that you'll be
left jealous! However, on most other occasions, a Cappy is too caught up
with his/ her work to bother slotting a separate time for shopping, so
shopping  becomes  an  extension  of  day's  work!  In  the  jewellery
department,  the emphasis  is  on the minimal.  Their  love for  tradition
makes them go for timelessly classic or ethnic pieces, and yet it's always
elegant. 

Aquarius: Ironically  stubborn  yet  pliable,  Aquarius  natives  are,  often,
careful about their appearance. They like to keep themselves toned and
agile,  and  that's  quite  possible  given  their  natural  charm  and  poise.
However, what they really need is some more discipline and dedication
towards their fitness goals. Add some mental/ intellectual stimulation to
their  fitness  routine,  and see them sticking to it  like  bees  to  honey!
Mental  health  is  as  important  to  them  as  physical  well-being.  So,
activities like Yoga and Pilates find favour with these free-birds.  Also,
anything  that  holds  a  humanitarian  cause  catches  their  interest  like
nothing  else  does.  Charity  walks,  marathons  and  team  sports  are
preferred,  and  so  are  adventurous  sports  like  snowboarding,  wind
surfing, sky diving or bungee jumping.

Aquarius is, by far, the best Sun Sign to shop with. Not short on ideas
and opinions, Water-Bearers like to go the whole hog, whenever they
decide to shop! Their distinct style of dressing – rather, abstract and off-
beat – shall  also give you many shopping ideas.  So,  don’t hesitate in
taking them along – they may appear too tied up/ self-centred initially –
but, often, you won't regret their company. When it comes to jewellery,
they like to be close to the nature. So, precious stones, shells, cowries
and pearls  are preferred, and so are precious,  gleaming metals.  And,
that's exactly how they also like to keep their auto-mobiles – glistening
and shimmering! Quite possessive about their dream machine, they are
proud of their possession, and would love to flaunt it. 

Pisces: Most Fish have a tendency to be quite laid-back, so they need a
'real'  push  to  'exercise'.  However,  since  most  of  them  are  quite
appearance-conscious, they would eventually do something or other for
their fitness. Fascinated by the waves of sparkling water, Pisces natives
wish to be close to water bodies for long hours. And, if that water-body
is a sea, nothing like it! Hence, besides regular work-out sessions at the
gym, a Pisces native may often be spotted at the pool-side/ sea-shore, as
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swimming or aqua-aerobics shall turn out to be the most pleasurable
ways  to burn calories  for  him/her.  Most  Fish adore the sensuality  of
warm water, of floating and gliding through currents. And, this is evident
from their  special  preference for  water  sports  like  water  skiing,  river
rafting and deep-sea diving.

When it comes to shopping, impulsive is the word that best describes a
Pisces native. They love to shop and gift, and are often quick to pick up
items  that  appeal  to  their  eyes.  Nothing  run-of-the-mill  would  be
allowed to enter a Pisces domain, though. They are quite selective that
way, and prefer to collect exquisite objects. Like, if it's about jewellery,
gold rules all  the way! Whether it's a trinket or a finely carved neck-
piece,  the gleam of gold with, maybe, a touch of their favourite blue
precious stones, will be evident! As for their choice of auto-mobiles, not
much can be said. They often tend to keep their vehicle, whichever one
they have, neglected, and would not send it  in wash or repair unless
extremely necessary!  
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Zodiac Profile
Libra (THE SCALES)

Birthdays from 23rd September to 22nd October
LIBRA In a nutshell

Element – Air

Symbol –  The Scales              
Quality –  Cardinal (= activity)

Ruling Planet – Venus
Birthstone – Jade, sapphire, turquoise, quartz and white marble 

Birth Colours – Blue, jade green
Other lucky colours – Pink, shades of blue, and pale and light green

Lucky  Gemstone  – Carnelian,  chrysolite,  coral,  emerald,  jade,  opal,
quartz, white marble
Lucky Number/s – Six

Lucky day – Friday 
Metals – Copper

Flowers  and  Plants  –  Hydrangeas,  large  roses,  lilies,  violets,  all  blue
flowers
Planet of Career – Moon

Planet of Love – Mars
Planet of Money and Finance – Pluto

Planet of Health and Work – Neptune
Planet of Home and Family Life – Saturn

Quality  most  needed  for  balance  – A  sense  of  self,  self-reliance,
independence
Strongest virtues – Social grace, charm, tact, diplomacy

Deepest need – Love, romance, social harmony
Avoidable Characteristics – Violating what is right in order to be socially
accepted

Signs of greatest overall compatibility – Gemini, Aquarius
Best Sign/s for marriage and/or partnerships – Aries
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DECODING LIBRA
Libra is the seventh and the only sun sign to have an inanimate (non-
living)  symbol – Scales. Going by its symbol, it's is easy to surmise that
the people born with the Sun Sign Libra  are excellent  at  maintaining
equilibrium and balance. The well-known peace-maker of the Zodiac is a
diplomatic, refined and, generally, a harmonious Sign. Considered as the
most  balanced  and  moderate  of  all  the  Sun  Signs,  Libra  natives  are
diplomatic, mild, gentle and calm in their approach, and generally don't
believe  in  throwing  their  weight  around  –  a  trait  which  stems  from
Libra's element Air. 

Naturally  Libra  natives  are  gregarious  charmers,  but  tend  to  fade/
recede, the moment they see a big group with a lot of unfamiliar faces.
Cultured  people  with  quite  an  attractive  demeanour,  they  are  quite
popular in groups, though - at least initially. However, indecisiveness is a
Libra's fatal flaw, and that is why it's important for them to team with
strong, worldly-wise partners/ spouses. 

Also,  liable  to  be  viewed  as  argumentative  and  frivolous  by  their
companions  and  friends,  mostly  due  to  their  weakness  to  deal  with
situations upfront,  Libra  natives generally try and maintain the status
quo - complete with all their sweet and diplomatic self. But with their
close ones, they let it out! So, it's a possibility that they may be viewed
as two-faced by some. Also, although, the 'Balanced-ones' function best
with other people, they may depict a collaborative or competitive excess
on this front. Ironic, but true, for theirs is the sign that's mostly viewed
as quite balanced!

When it comes to preference, art and beauty are enough to charm the
Scales,  and leave them in awe! Good-looking themselves,  beauty is a
thing highly appreciated by a Libra native. For them, though, beauty is
not just a physical attribute,  but something of a deeper quality.  Most
natives of this sign have a great sense of aesthetics. They also like to
socialise with the high and mighty of the society, even if they tend to get
uncomfortable in the presence of too many strangers.

The Scales are jovial, and nearly hypnotise people with their charming
ways. They are like a whiff of fresh air – cool, calm and pleasant, when
around. They like to pamper their near and dear ones, even friends, and
make  them  feel  comfortable.  They  seldom  have  a  strong  dislike  for
something.  Rather,  conflicts  and disputes are what  they detest.  Thus,
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they spearhead the 'mission harmony' on the domestic front. A peace
lover, Libra can often play a good referee, and has the ability to resolve
disputes  between  people.  They  also  admire  unity,  and  look  for
opportunities to unite people.

THE SCALES IN PROFESSIONAL AND PUBLIC DOMAIN
At work, Scales like to be guided by someone whom they respect in a
parental way or someone they can idolise. They wish to have superiors
and bosses  who  can  be  father-figures,  and can  command  and  guide
them.  Libra's  career  planet  Moon  is  the  fastest  moving  planet, and
travels through all the 12 signs and Houses every month. Probably that is
why, the Scales always feel the need to be on their toes, and are always
raring to go in their career. To explore more avenues, to increase their
potential  and of  course  to  be successful  in  life,  the Scales  like  to  be
active and imaginative in their  jobs.  And, the fact that they have the
ability to think on their  feet makes it  only easier  for them. However,
controlled by the waxing and waning of the Moon, they also need space
to express themselves freely in their professions. 

The Scales either like to take up a job which deals with the masses, or a
profession which gives them name, fame and social status. They have a
strong urge to be popular in their professional and social circles as the
Moon, their career planet,  is also the planet of the masses. They are
quite  flexible  and  can  adjust  according  to  the  demands  and
requirements of their job or profession. Although, they may stick to a
job for a long time, they may keep on changing the way they do things.
Having an inclination for arts, Libra natives also have the potential to
become great artists.

THE SCALES IN FINANCIAL AND MONEY MATTERS
The Scales' aim in life is to be self-sufficient in order to manage their
own and their families' expenses. But that's not all. They wish to raise
their spending power, and that of their associates/ dependants, for they
feel  it  increases  their  bonding  –  in  unconventional  ways.  Since  most
Libras have an extraordinary insight into financial matters, they tend to
experiment with different ways to earn money. This is because Scorpio
rules Libra's 2nd Solar House of money. They possess such a profound
understanding  about  financial  matters  that  friends  and  associates
frequently seek their advice in monetary matters.

However, and quite ironically at that, a Libra native himself/ herself be at
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loss of insight, when it comes to managing their loved one's finances.
Something, which they can do so dexterously for themselves, they may
not be able to do that for someone intimate. This may be to do with
their too much dependence on their spouse/ parents or a parent figure
– for here, in such an equation, comes the burden of expectations. And
expectations,  especially  from  their  loved  ones,  Libra  natives  have
aplenty.  

The  extravagant  Scales  prefer  to  go  for  classy  ways  to  entertain
themselves. They like being part of social events that are the talk of the
town. And when it comes to organising functions they make sure to do it
in such a grandiose way that they become memorable events in peoples'
lives.  You will  rarely  find a Libra defaulting on a payment. The Scales
prefer to pay credit-card bills and loans on time. In a nutshell, Scales are
graceful in money matters – be it earning, spending or investing.

THE SCALES IN MATTERS OF HEART AND INTERPERSONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS
Romantic and liberal is how a Libra can be defined, when in love. They
are genuine and true when it comes to expressing love to their beloved.
But,  they  expect  a  balance  in  their  relationship  –  blame  it  on  the
characteristic of a Scale. And, this may also mean that they have a lot of
expectations from their  beloved.  To them  an imbalanced relationship
seems really destructive – and, although that's true, this may put a lot of
weight on their partner. 

On their part, Libra natives try and make sure that the balance is always
maintained  in  the  relationship.  They  can  be  assertive  without  being
harsh and demanding without being bossy, though. They love to love,
and if one is in love with a Libra, he/ she is surely going to be pampered
a lot.  When in love, the Scales live in the world of fantasy! Well, to be
precise,  they  imagine  themselves  as  the  protagonist  in  a  Bollywood
dream  sequence!  Going  on  a  date,  romantic  and  candle-lit  dinners,
holidaying  together,  showering flowers  and pleasantries –  these little
things keep them happy, alive and smiling.

However, don't forget that the Libra native will also expect an equally, if
not more, fervent and ardent expression of love from you, if you are his/
her beloved that is. There, you can let your imagination run wild, and go
out of your way to impress them. And, be assured that even most basic
of your efforts will not go unnoticed. 
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Most Libra natives, especially the females also tend be quite possessive
and sometimes even jealous,  when in  love.  This  breeds  insecurity  in
them, even when they are in a long-term relationship, and this trait may
seriously mar their love life. They need to learn this lesson that they are
good,  and their  partner won't  betray them, especially  if  they remain
their caring and loving self.

It's best that a Libra marries someone who is more mature and more
grounded than him/ her. A stable and strong partner is a need for a Libra
native – that keeps them on a good ground. For, as paradoxical as it may
seem, they tend to be highly indecisive and rely a lot upon their partners
when  it  comes  to  making  decisions.  No  wonder  that  they  sincerely
appreciate, rather admire, if their partners or spouses are independent,
self-reliant and confident.

THE SCALES IN MATTERS OF HOME AND DOMESTICITY
Lovers of beauty and aesthetics, the Libra natives like their lovely abodes
to be clean, neat and tidy. However, for them, mundane domestic chores
are almost depressing. They would rather  ask someone else or hire a
helper  to  do  this  job.  Anyway,  more  on  this  is  the  home  design
sensibilities section ahead. 

The Airy Scales prefer to be in the lap of nature. As kids, you may see
them chasing butterflies and nurturing flowers, whereas, the grown-ups
ones may consider it as their personal responsibility to water the plants
and do up  their  garden.  Many  Libras  will  also  like  to  decorate  their
garden  with  ornamental  as  well  as  flowering  plants.  They  also  are
admirers  and collectors  of  antiques  and artefacts,  and like  to exhibit
them in their homes. 

Libra is ruled by Saturn, the planet which connotes discipline, rules and
regulations.  Thus,  to  maintain  a  happy home,  the Scales  need to  be
more organised and systematic. When it comes to children, they are a
bit too lax with them. Most of them do not make parents who would
scold  their  children  for  every  little  thing.  But,  as  parents,  it  is  their
responsibility  to  understand  when  children  become  unreasonably
demanding, and when they may need to be dealt with strictly. All in all,
loving  and  affectionate  Scales  know  how  to  give  their  best  to  a
relationship! That is why they are loved by all – well, usually, and then,
no one is prefect!
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Zodiac Design Sensibilities
Home Design Sensibilities of Libra 

Libra natives or the Scales are inclined towards beauty in particular and
overall  excellence in general.  Elegant  and intellectual,  they also place
great  value  on  human  relationships.  Their  planning  and  designing
perspective, thus, accounts for both the aspects – their own choices and
the suggestions and likes/ dislikes of their loved ones. In short, although
Librans have an expert eye for colour and form, they often double check
before the actual implementation. Also, since the Scales are diplomatic
and balanced, they prefer harmonious, serene settings, often managing
to achieve 'balance' in their décor choices too. 

However,  all  said  and  done,  it  is  important  to  note  that  given  their
proclivity  for  indecision,  Libras  are  quite  capable  of  creating  chaos.
Hence, it's vital that they choose a clear-cut theme for their décor, right
from the very beginning,  or  at  least  before  starting to implement  it.
Otherwise, they may end up adding elements of conflicting art/ design
forms and fittings to their premises.

Astrologically speaking, the Zodiac Sign of Libra is closely associated with
the Oriental lines and Zen-theme – the kind of Eastern approach that
contains the elements of cool comfort, spaciousness, clarity, open-plans,
low seating, neutral lighting, spare nooks and corners etc. The element
of measured serenity and minimalism too is inherent in this décor form.
Thus, the overall effect of understated coolness with one or two strong,
marked  style  statements  –  neutral  yet  stylish,  modern  and unique –
works the best for the Libra natives. 

Enter such a home, and you shall be greeted by a marked placidity –
calmness that will  be palpable in almost each  element – colours,  art,
flooring,  even  doors  and  handles.  Wind-chimes,  Oriental  art  forms,
mystical statues, rounded staircases, Feng Shui charms – expect to find
these and more on the entrance door too. By and large, the overall look
and feel would remain minimalistic and uncluttered. 

In  the colour department -  soothing pinks,  muted beige,  creams,  off-
white,  neutral  and  subtle  browns,  pale  blues  and  greens  shall  find
favour. And, do Librans love flowers? Oh, they adore them- exotic the
better!  Round  vases  and  open  porcelain  tureens  with  lovely  flower
arrangements  shall  colour  their  places  and  hearts  rainbow!  Orchids,
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violets, gerberas, lilies, large roses, bluish tinted flowers, potted bonsai,
Japanese plants – more the merrier! Add to them, candles, candelabras,
bamboo  accessories,  mats,  mirrors,  charms,  dainty  lamp-shades  or
fragrant pot-pourri, and you have a perfect setting for a happy Libra's
home. 

The furniture should be low. Low seating, tables and shelves in darker
woods, low beds and stylish, low side-tables will find favour here. The
walls can be pale, while the upholstery and furnishings employed could
be in the deeper, darker tones of the same hue. Often, Libras need to
add more colour to the stark interiors of their homes. Colour may also
be added in the form of colourful cushions and silk drapes to enhance
the overall effect. 

The flooring in this home, ideally, should be natural – floorboards, stone
or even bamboo laminates. Some coir/ bamboo sheet floor mats, door
mats etc. may be added. Bathroom flooring and kitchen flooring need
special consideration too, and natural stone floors seem the best option,
as they are cooling, look neat and are natural – a combination the Libran
would love. 

In the lighting department, romance rules! Librans would love to go all
out here! Infuse soft, mushy romanticism with perfect artificial lighting.
Harsh lighting is not favoured, and here too Oriental elements of lamp-
shades, paper lanterns, ikebana lamps may be added. 

All  in  all,  a  creative  use  of  space  to  blend  modernity,  elegance  and
minimalism with gentle utilitarianism and practicality is what works the
best. And, given the supreme Libran sense of space and aesthetics, it will
come easy. The two-tone theme of dark and light, deep and pale can
also be introduced in a Libra native's kitchen. Coloured laminates may
also be used to get rid of starkness on counters and work-tops. Gadgets
like cooking range and grills etc. shall be great additions. 

The bedroom in this home should spell all that's Zen! The bed has to be
low with a comfortable mattress, while bamboo mats may be used here
and there on the floor. There may be a book-shelf and a neat, spacious
cupboard  for  encouraging  organisation.  Cane  baskets,  cane/  wicker
chairs, cane blinds on windows may be added to infuse character. Any
extra  space  or  room in  this  household  should  be  ideally  devoted  to
storage of the Libra's beloved clothes, jewellery and accessories. In fact,
a  walk-in  closet  will  make  a  perfect  addition  to  a  Libra's  uber  chic
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lifestyle! Alternatively, huge wardrobes, nicely constructed and elegantly
positioned shall also serve the purpose well.  

The Oriental theme should also extend to the bathroom/ s in this home.
Ceramic  tiles,  natural  laminates  or  stone  may  used  for  flooring,  and
wooden baskets, papier-mache holders etc. may be added for storage.
Fragrant bath oils, flowers and candles will  find a place of pride here.
Ideally, a low bath made of stone like marble or granite must be there in
an  Oriental  bathroom,  but  then  the  space,  finances  or  practicality
aspects may not allow for this 'fit-for-queens' style bath. All in all, what
matters the most is keeping the bathroom absolutely clutter-free.      
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Libra (THE SCALES)
Libra Yearly Horoscope 2023
Glass Half Full – Libra Horoscope 2023
The year 2023 for the easy-going Libra seems to be lucky and positive
most  of  the time.  2023 Predictions  for  Libra  foresees  a  positive and
happy love life and relationship at the beginning of this year.  Venus’s
transition might help you in your social  circle,  suggests Libra stars for
2023.  Libra  this  year  2023  may  experience  strong  passion  with
heightened emotions which will probably have a deep impact on their
relationship with their partner due to the fluctuations in the position of
Mars. Horoscope for Libra in 2023 requires them to be patient with the
situation. As the year progresses Libra Reading predicts that  Jupiter’s
transition might help you sort the problems in the relationship.

May  might  be  a  testing  month  for  you  as  Libra  2023  Horoscope
Predictions foresees that you are likely to lose patience and could get
aggressive. The latter half of the Libra year 2023 may contain blessings
from the goddess of love Venus herself which may bring happiness to
your  relationship.  Libra  Zodiac  Sign  2023  indicates  planets  seem  to
shower  you  with  their  blessings  in  aspects  of  your  romantic
relationships. March will probably be the month where your relationship
will  start to take a boost.  In the Astrology of Libra 2023 things might
start to look clear in terms of relationships with the help of Jupiter.  Your
relationship will probably be a lot stronger and close with each other as
foreseen by 2023 Astrology Predictions Libra. 

Path of Opportunities – Libra 2023 Horoscope
Libra 2023 Astrology observes a favorable year for  your finances and
money-related matters. To have gains Saturn might require you to have
your plans prepared in advance.  Libra Future 2023 may begin with a
bumpy  ride  in  the  start  but  with  time  probability  of  getting  better
opportunities is observed. Libra Zodiac Sign 2023 might bring out the
indecisive side of yours which might hinder your important work related
to finance as observed by Mercury. With the ball in your court in the
latter half of the year, the transiting planets will help in strengthening
your financial situation foresees 2023 Predictions for Libra. Income flow
will be smooth till September. Earning opportunities may increase with
the increase in the horizon in work in November and year-end with help
from  transitional  Jupiter  Zodiac  Sign  2023  Libra.  Libra  Reading  2023
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suggests that if you are thinking about buying or selling a property or
vehicle February would be a good month to seal the deal. The period for
investment  or  buying  a  property  will  probably  remain  till  September.
Though if you want to take loans to buy luxurious things the year-end
will probably be more favorable due to smooth transactions, says 2023
Forecast for Libra. Career this Year 2023 Libra will probably be a fruitful
year  favors  from  Jupiter  may  help  you  land  on  new  work  projects
according  to  your  wish.  Predictions  Libra  2023  also  predicts  that  if
looking for a job the known contacts may help your career.  However,
Saturn may bring some delays in your progress. Horoscope for Libra in
2023 people  with business  would be faced with  challenges  now and
then  which  would  need  to  be  handled  with  patience.  Libra  Reading
observes a slow rise in your professional status. April is suggested to be
a good time to finish off the pending works, says the Libra Stars for 2023.
September mid-month Jupiter and Venus might shower their blessings
which will probably help in making big progress in terms of career and
management-related activities foresee Libra Future 2023.  Satisfaction
and confidence could be observed as the year reaches the end and you
would be ready to take on more challenges. Business people too will
have the door  of  opportunities  being opened for  them seen in Libra
Vedic Horoscope 2023.Senioritis in Education – Libra Forecast 2023

Libra Annual Horoscope 2023 predicts that the year may be progressive
for your education. However, it may take time to take off at the start of
the  year.  Libra  Year  ahead  2023  foresees  a  positive  impact  on  your
education by the Sun and Jupiter effect. Prayer might be answered in
February  when the long  wait  for  the  result  of  your  work  will  come.
Libra's horoscope for  2023 Jupiter’s  transition will  probably bless you
with confidence in your performance. Progress in October too will  be
filled  with  wonderful  prospects  for  your  academic  development  with
Jupiter’s blessing.

Clean Bill of Health – Yearly Horoscope Libra 2023
Planetary support will  remain good and will  help in maintaining good
health and fitness.  Libra  2023 Vedic  Astrology foresees the impact of
Rahu  and  Ketu  might  require  you  to  take  proper  precautions  to
safeguard your health. As for Mental Health Saturn might demand you
have a balanced mind. Libra Zodiac 2023 observes the impact of Rahu
and Ketu may make you feel like you have a blocked mind in the first half
of the year. As the time passes Jupiter will  help you by soothing your
thoughts and filling them with positivity. Overall,  the Libra Horoscope
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2023  seems  to  be  clear  of  any  major  obstacle  in  all  spheres  of  life.
Scorpio Horoscope 2023

LIBRA LOVE HOROSCOPE 2023 
Incredible  flybys  are  occurring  as  predicted  by  Libra  love  horoscope
2023. Mercury will continue to remain in the fifth house of the astrology
chart.  You will  grow tremendously  personally  over  the course  of  this
year.

You'll discover new facts about life and delve into a variety of topics. For
your  better  direction,  it  is  encouraged  to  keep  friends  and  family
involved in your life during the year.

The coming year will bring progress in all aspects of your life, including
education,  romance,  relationships,  profession,  and so  much more.  As
per  Libra  love  life  in  2023,  there  could  be  some  health  challenges,
although what you are unable to handle will be managed by you and will
assist you in growing in life.

The  new  year  might  start  off  well  for  your  romantic  prospects  and
connection. And there will be times at the commencement of the year
when unusual sensations or unidentified fears will  lure you. However,
the effect of transiting Venus suggests that as the year goes on, your
activities in the community will rise.

Energise Your Love Life With Libra 2023 Love Horoscope
Mars'  erratic  energy  predicts  increased  emotions and  intense  desire,
which might have a significant effect on your romantic life.  Here,  you
must  be  patient  in  your  actions.  Your  romantic  life  will  probably  be
stimulated in February.  This  may be a wonderful  time to experiment
with new media or venture into uncharted territory.

However,  the erratic planetary energies of  Mars and the South Node
might disturb the peace. In order to improve your connection, ensure
you are aware of what your spouse wants from you.

Love  horoscope  for  Libra  2023  predicts  that  your  relationship  issues
begin to improve in March. Jupiter will assist you right now. This could
develop  slowly  and  gradually.  Plan  something  special  and  distinctive
because the planetary impact will provide plenty of chances to liven up
your romantic life.
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As the year  goes  on,  the transiting  Jupiter  may assist  you in  gaining
insight  into  some  challenging  relationship  difficulties.  You  could  be
working  on  a  big  project.  But  there  will  be  some  delays  in  its
implementation.

Be Positive And Harmonious With Libra Love Horoscope 2023
Around the  month  of  May,  you may become irritated  and lose  your
patience. Venus, the goddess of love, will have a peaceful effect in the
second half.  The influence of the planets may improve your romantic
prospects. It will bring about new advancements in your romantic life.

Libra singles 2023 horoscope predicts that your yearning to find love is
intensifying right now. If you are not in a committed relationship, you
may discover a chance to begin one.

Your partnership is likely to thrive, but during the month of September,
your  attention  will  be  drawn  to  something  that  has  been  amiss  or
inadequate  in  your  connection.  It  is  best  if  you  stop  leaping  to
conclusions on the spur of the moment.

Boost Your Confidence With Libra Yearly Love Horoscope 2023  
A south node's effect might lead to some fears or misunderstandings as
the year  goes  on.  Additionally,  you need to  be  aware that  this  time
period  could  offer  you  certain  illusions  and  give  you  incorrect
impressions. Libra single love horoscope 2023 suggests that singles who
are planning to  get  married  should take some time before  making a
choice.

You will be ready to reexamine your relationship by the year's end. You
occasionally  have  a  tendency  to  become  frustrated  with  slower
development, which might cause some discontent and interruptions in
your romantic relationships.

Your family may need to give certain complicated topics greater focus.
As the year comes to a close, your partnership will improve, giving you
more self-assurance and security.

LIBRA CAREER HOROSCOPE 2023 
This year might be a good year for your career as suggested by Libra
Career Horoscope 2023. You might get favour from Jupiter and hence
you might  expect  some new work  assignments  of  your  choice.  Libra
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2023 Career Predictions tells that In the beginning of the year, you might
be presented with new career opportunities by your known contacts.
The  movements  of  Saturn  might  delay  some  projects  as  the  year
progresses. Business people need to have enough patience in order to
deal with the circumstances arousing now and then. This year you might
probably notice a gradual rise in your professional status.

Completion of All Pending Work: Horoscope Libra Career 2023
You seem to be lucky as the blessings of Jupiter are with you due to
which you might  get  it!s  full  support  and hence you might  get  good
progress  as  indicated  by  Libra  2023  Career  Horoscope.  The  period
around the month of March seems better for Libra Career 2023 but you
might just need to bear a little more to gain as the transition of Saturn
might demand patience around the time. Libra 2023 Career Horoscope
suggests that if you are in business and despite your hard work, you are
not  getting  expected  results,  you  might  feel  frustrated  as  well  as
nervous. From around April, it seems that you might have a good time to
complete all your pending work. This time seems to be favourable for
your Career and Business.

Opportunities are Awaiting for You: Libra 2023 Career
You need to be ready for a Well-executed business plan as it might help
you  gain  a  competitive  edge  during  this  phase  as  indicated  by  Libra
Business Horoscope 2023. The period around the month of May might
turn out to be very hectic for you but you do not have to worry about it.
Libra Horoscope 2023 Career suggests that at the same time, it might
bring some good ideas and opportunities around June.  The transiting
Saturn  demands you to  remain  focused on your  current  activity  and
work  diligently  so  that  you  might  achieve  results,  indicates  Libra
Horoscope Career 2023. If you are in business, you might generally get
good opportunities for growth and gain as the year proceeds suggests
2023 Libra Career Horoscope. Thus, your luck seems to support you very
well in terms of Career. You just need to work hard and move forward in
the right direction. 

Overview: Career Libra 2023
Libra Career in 2023 says that around the middle of September, Jupiter
and Venus seem to shower blessings and you might have major progress
in terms of  career  and management related  activities.  The impact  of
Nodes might at times hold you from applying and remaining committed
to do your best as well as perform well indicates Career Horoscope Libra
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2023. Saturn might demand more effort and hard work from your end
suggests Libra  Career Horoscope 2023.  To accomplish your goals  and
objectives  successfully  on  time  a  great  amount  of  involvement  is
required here. As the year approaches its end, 2023 Libra Career tells
that the natives would have full of confidence and would love to take on
challenges.  Libra  Horoscope  2023  Career  Predictions  says  that  your
increasing energy level might also help you make your tasks get easier. If
you are in business, it might open up doors of new opportunities for you
which might give a hike to your Career.

LIBRA EDUCATION HOROSCOPE 2023 
The year might remain progressive for your education. But it seems as
though the year might begin with somewhat low pitch for your studies,
suggests Libra Education Horoscope 2023. Also, as far as education or
examinations are concerned you might not be able to concentrate well
and  things  might  look  somewhat  demanding  for  you.  Gradually,  the
impact of Sun and Jupiter is going to bring in a lot of positive changes in
your education as indicated by Libra Horoscope 2023 Education, which
might  also  help  you  get  anything  that  you  desire  in  terms  of  your
studies. 

Hard Work is Vital: Libra Horoscope 2023 Education
From the month of February,  you might get strong planetary support
because of which you might flourish in your studies but at the same time
it is important to note that hard work is equally important. It seems that
after the month of february it might be a good time for learning new
skills, research, and long-distance journeys for you for education related
purposes  as  indicated  by  Libra  Student  Horoscope  2023.  You  might
develop an interest in studies and be successful in getting knowledge of
various  subjects.  It  might  also  be  a  good  time for  you  to  appear  in
competitive exams as chances of  getting success are higher this time
around the month of March as suggested by Libra Education Horoscope
2023. 

Favourable Phase is Yet to Come
From the month of February, you might see a favourable phase as far as
studies are concerned. Due to which big opportunities might knock your
door that you have been waiting for a long period. The transiting Jupiter
might bless you with confidence when it  comes to your performance
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indicates Libra Student Horoscope 2023. The planetary position for your
education might also bless you with full potential around the month of
May.

Efficient Management of Studies is Needed
Students  who  are  studying  or  are  preparing  for  competitive
examinations need to remember that nothing is possible without hard
work.  Though  things  seem  to  be  in  your  favour  from  the  month  of
February,  hard  work  is  important.  Those  students  seeking  higher
education  might  face  stiff competition  and resistance  to  get  suitable
opportunities and the desired institutions as indicated by Libra Student
Horoscope 2023. The impact of Venus might at times make you lethargic
due to which you might find it  difficult to learn and understand your
subjects properly. The impact of Nodes might make it difficult for you to
pursue  education  such  that  you  might  not  be  able  to  manage  your
workload in spite of your hard work. You do not have to worry because
as the year progresses, from October the influence of Jupiter foretells
wonderful prospects for your academic development. 

Overview: Libra Student Horoscope 2023 
Though it seems that South Node might cause some problems around
the month  of  November,  you do not  need to  worry  about  it  as  the
period around the end of this year looks to be a good time for you to
concentrate on your studies according to Libra Student Horoscope 2023.
It is better to have a good mentor so that you might be guided in the
right direction. You might be able to pay good attention towards your
studies as well as do well in your exams. Your efforts might bring good
results and you are likely to make satisfactory progress as far as your
studies are concerned.

LIBRA MARRIAGE HOROSCOPE 2023 
Libra Marriage Horoscope 2023 predicts that this year your relationship
will strengthen with your partner. There is a chance that this year will
offer clarity on a number of issues.

The  year  will  bring  clarity  about  your  relationship  and  relationship
needs. You will understand your life partner’s needs. So, it is going to be
very good for you and your marriage and family life.
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Libra 2023 Marriage Horoscope – Take It Easy Singles
The  transiting  Jupiter  will  also  prompt  you to  take appropriate  steps
which will  serve your relationship well.  This  year,  when you take the
right  step  and  make  the appropriate  decisions,  it  will  benefit  you  in
abundance. Be very cautious with what you’re doing and also keep an
eye on everything that might cause disturbance for you. 

The Libra Marriage Horoscope 2023 for singles advises those who are
considering marriage to wait before making a decision and not rush. By
the end of the year, you'll be ready to evaluate your relationship.

Libra Marriage Horoscope 2023 – Building Bonds
At times, you will be more emotional and subjective than usual. Some
unresolved emotional tangles are likely to arise with the progression of
this period. The volatile energy of Mars indicates your emotions will be
heightened.  Emotional  problems  will  always  come up;  it  depends  on
how you tackle them and control everything. You need to be strong to
protect your partner and family members from any harm.

Libra  Marriage  2023  indicates  that  from  March  onwards,  your
relationship matters will start getting better. Benevolent Jupiter will help
you now. Here, you will  feel  a strong need to connect with someone
with whom you would like to share your feelings. It would be very good
for  you  if  you  spoke  to  your  loved  ones  about  anything  that  was
disturbing you.

Libra Marriage 2023– Express Yourself
Speaking your heart out is very important to get rid of the emotional
baggage from your heart and mind. But you will be unable to stimulate
your life.

You  may  realise  that  something  is  missing  in  your  relationship,  as
suggested by Libra 2023 Marriage Horoscope.  So,  you have to put  in
extra effort to find what is missing so that you can spark up the romance
and intimacy between you and your partner. 

This  will  help you to get closer to your partner and understand each
other’s needs and desires. When you get closer to your loved ones, it
will make you feel more delighted and happier. 

Libra Marriage Forecast– Time For Peace And Harmony
You might feel a little angry and start losing your patience around the
month of May. During the latter half, the goddess of love, Venus,  will
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bring  a  harmonious  impact.  The period  starting  in  July  will  help  you
understand the real causes that have been creating the disturbances in
your life.

When you find the roots of the problem, it becomes easier for you to get
things back on track. But, around the month of September, unnecessary
discussions on trivial issues can be detrimental to your relationship.

The last quarter of this year will  help you to strengthen your rapport
with  your  beloved  ones  and  maintain  peace  and  harmony  in  your
relationship.  It  will  help  you  show  the  world  your  practical  and
responsible side. This could be a good period to sort out some existing
problems.

LIBRA FINANCE HOROSCOPE 2023 
The  year  seems  to  be  quite  favourable  for  your  finances  as  well  as
money related matters. In the beginning of this year, you need to clearly
decide all your financial goals so that you might be able to manage them
well.  Saturn seems to demand you to have a  solid  plan and manage
finances as per Libra Finance 2023. There is a possibility that the money
that you have earned might get a new dimension. The transiting Venus
indicates  that  there  is  a  possibility  of  some  accidental  events  which
might take place. This  might probably disturb your financial position in
the beginning.

Better Earning Opportunities suggests Libra Finance Horoscope 
2023
There  might  be  a  good  inflow  of  money  as  the  year  progresses.
Transiting  Jupiter  foretells  that  the  monetary  investments  you  make
around the month of February might yield many benefits in the future as
indicated by Libra money Horoscope 2023. The transiting Saturn might
cause some delays in your financial plans. You might find that there is
some shortcoming to this plan around the month of March. Also, you
might feel that income is less than your expectations. But gradually, with
the  favourable  planetary  transitions  you  might  get  better  earning
opportunities.

Dealing Complicated Financial Situation
Mercury  indicates  that  due  to  the  lack  of  decisiveness,  you  might
constantly remain confused due to which some important financial work
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might get stuck. The impact of transiting planets might be favourable
during  the  latter  half  of  this  year.  There  might  be  some  good
opportunities to raise your financial strength around the month of July.
You  might  be  able  to  make  good  money  due  to  great  opportunities
coming your way as suggested by Libra Finance Horoscope 2023. Your
financial situation might also become stronger. The impact of Mercury
indicates that you might be able to deal with some complicated financial
situation in a very efficient manner. 

Good Earning Opportunities
The period till September might remain favourable and you might see a
good  flow of  income.  You  might  spend  your  expenses  on  auspicious
work.  However,  Mercury  indicates  that  your  wavering  mind  might
become  financially  harmful  and  lead  to  economic  losses  so  it  is
necessary to be careful around the month of September. However, you
might also be able to implement some of your pending plans during the
latter part of this year from October. The transiting Jupiter would expand
your horizon and lead you to better earning opportunities around the
month of November. This time seems to be great to learn new things
which might give you financial benefits. You just need to plan everything
carefully! 

Overview: Libra Money Horoscope 2023
Saturn seems to demand you to make systematic investments to derive
desired financial growth. It might increase your cash flow, income, and
your earning powers. The impact of South Node indicates that some old
issues might demand your attention but you might be able to resolve
such issues efficiently. The areas you work on might expand leading you
to better earning opportunities around the year end suggests Horoscope
Libra Finance.  The ending part of this year might be a good time for
long-term financial planning and strengthening your financial status by
using all the available resources efficiently. To handle finances is a major
task and with expert advice one might handle it more efficiently. Also,
Libra Finance Horoscope 2023 suggests you plan your expenses carefully.

LIBRA HEALTH HOROSCOPE 2023 
Health is very important to everyone. If health is fine then we are safe in
all ways. 2023 has good planetary support to make you healthy and fit.
You  may  feel  happiness  during  the  first  few  months.  The  year  also
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suggests  that  this  happiness  may  change  if  you  do  not  take  any
precautionary measures to safeguard your health. The transit of Saturn
may give  some difficulties  and thus  it  recommended that  your  mind
must be steady always without assorting to wrong ways. 

Libra Health 2023 – Maintain work life balance!
Libra health horoscope 2023 suggests that you are likely to be in better
health  than  previous  years.  You  may  have  high  immunity  levels  and
energy will be high and thus you may get a chance to work creatively.
Compared to previous years, you will be more fit, but it is very important
to follow a balanced diet without any overly spicy foods. It is advisable
to maintain a balance between your mental state and physical stress.

Libra horoscope health 2023: What Can You Expect in the first 
half?
Libra  health  2023  suggests  that  you  may  face  irritations  and  mood
swings  even  for  very  small  situations.  This  may lead to  some health
issues as well. You will be upset for small reasons during the month of
March. Also, you may feel exhausted due to the lack of decision making
capability you had once before. You may feel blocked and uncomfortable
during the first half of 2023. When the planetary positions change, the
situation  may  improve  and  you  will  start  enjoying  good  health.  This
change may be due to the Venus transit. During the month of May, you
are likely to face issues with your joints every now and them. So, never
avoid these troubles without the doctor consultation. 

Libra health horoscope 2023: What is in for you in the second 
half?
Libra  2023  health  horoscope  suggests  that  you  may  feel  tired  and
lethargic during August. But soon after that your mental thoughts will be
positive  and  you  will  feel  relaxed  and  healthy  due  to  the  transit  of
Jupiter. You may find yourself as self sufficient to do any task and you will
be able to perform the tasks without any problems. During November
2023, you will be busy in your professional and personal life and so you
may not get enough time to take care of your health that might affect
fitness in the long run. Know what is in store more during the second
half of 2023.

Libra 2023 Horoscope Health: Be in peace with the mother 
nature
Libra horoscope 2023 health suggests that Mars has a little bit of a bad
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influence on you and hence the energy level may be low at times. But
there are other planets that boost your immune system during the end
of year. So, you may expect good health towards the last three months.

In a nutshell, do not stress too much by doing too much social work. You
may  need  some  rest  time  to  relax  your  nerves.  Never  do  any  hard
exercises  that  may  affect  your  health  badly.  You  may  have  some
digestion and nerve issues.  You will  get relief from all  sorts  of health
issues with the right treatment. Altogether 2023 is likely to be a good
year for Libra.

LIBRA PROPERTY HOROSCOPE 2023 
As  indicated  by  Libra  Property  horoscope  2023,  your  financial
circumstance is likely to be steady as compared with other years. You
will  get  benefited  by  investing  in  real  estate  business  however  be
cautious with financial investors. You will find new business and it brings
in money flow. Kindly stay away from bad behaviors like drinking and
smoking  as  it  takes  out  your  money  more.  Lets  see  what  property
horoscope has to say more about you for 2023. 

Libra Property 2023 – Get good financial support!
Libra property Horoscope 2023 suggests that the year is favorable for
your property and matters related to wealth and assets. The impact of
transiting  Jupiter  will  remain  beneficial.  But,  Saturn  will  demand
discipline  while  investing  in  assets.  The  period  around the  month  of
February will be good for matters related to property. There are chances
you might get a share of the property from a family member or from the
elder  persons.  Do  you  want  to  know  more  about  your  wealth  and
property? 

Libra  Property 2023: What Can You Expect in the First half?
Libra wealth horoscope 2023 suggests that traveling Jupiter  gives the
money related projects you make around the month February will yield
benefits from now on.  It  will  be  a great  opportunity  to conduct  real
estate procedures and furthermore a great chance to purchase another
vehicle. In any case, be aware of keeping away from any confusions in
businesses.  Do  not  blame  anybody  unnecessarily  and  move  into  an
argument.  Mercury indicates that  due to the lack of  clarity  on some
important  issues,  you  will  constantly  remain  confused  about  matters
related to your property or assets during the middle of this year. Some
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of the plans may not work as you wish. So be careful during next year
while planning any financial matters. The effect of traveling planets will
be ideal during the last few months of 2023. If you want to know which
property you can buy next year.

Libra Property horoscope 2023: What is in for you in the second 
half?
Libra Property and Wealth Horoscope suggests that there will be a few
good opportunities that come your way during the month of July. Here
you  will  actually  want  to  manage  a  few  financial  matters  in  an
exceptionally effective way. The period till September might stay good
for you to make interests in land or property. This period will assist you
with figuring out the issues and will likewise permit you to achieve the
wishes. Delay in property matters might disappoint you. Mercury transit
shows that your lazy mind may bring some issues so being cautious in
September is very important. Also, you may likewise have the option to
do some of your plans during the last months from October. You will get
good deals since then and you may be happy in your financial dealings. 

Libra 2023 Horoscope Property: Moderately good for buying 
property
The last months of 2023 will  be good for Libra natives. The transiting
Jupiter would expand your horizon and lead you to better opportunities
for investments around November. But, Saturn will request you to make
efficient plans to attain good financial growth. The last few months of
the year will  be great to apply for a credit card or apply for loans to
purchase  a  property.  Your  money  transactions  and  dealing  may  go
smoother this time and you will be happy. 

In a nutshell, it is likely to note that if you have a systematic plan, you
may get ultimate success in all your financial matters.  

Libra Monthly Horoscope 2023
To say the least, last year may be a rollercoaster ride for you. You may
have faced many twists and turns. Now, you are all set to move on from
the year 2021 and head into 2023. Here’s what your zodiac sign may
expect as the calendar flips.
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LIBRA JANUARY MONTH HOROSCOPES
For Libra natives, January may start as a positive month when your love
and relationship is considered. But some strange feelings may come in
the beginning. There is a Venus transit  this month and it suggests an
increase in social activity. You get to meet old friends. Also, you may get
new  love  relationships.  Money  and  financial  needs  will  be  met  this
month. But you must plan accordingly. The expenses may increase due
to house or children. The fourth week may be better and you can make
good plans during that time. You will get good results from Jupiter and
thus you may expect good news from your workplace. Also, you get new
career  opportunities  through  your  known  contacts.  Deal  with  any
situations and also don’t be lazy in your studies. Gradually you get a lot
of positive changes positively due to the impact of Jupiter and the Sun
especially in your education and careerwise. Try not to lose your focus
during the fourth week of the month. If you don't see a doctor on time
you  may  have  to  face  some  issues  with  your  health.  So  take  some
precautionary measures. You are likely to get whatever you desire. You
will get good happiness this month. Lets see how your month will be on
the basis of love, relationship, education, career, finance and marriage. 

LIBRA FEBURARY MONTH HOROSCOPES 
For Libra natives, February month may energize your love life, but some
planetary movements may disturb the peace. As the month advances
the positive movement of  Venus  may give you good charm. The last
week may give you some obstacles. You will get good money this month.
The  monetary  movements  you  make  will  help  you  with  the  future
benefits. You may face unexpected expenses thus you will not be able to
save the money you expected.  But  as time passes,  Venus  helps with
wealth  and prosperity.  You will  get  a  chance to  resolve  the financial
matters during the third week of the month. Career may progress due to
the favorable movements of planets. The movement of Saturn supports
you and thus there is a gradual improvement in professional status. You
will get support from Jupiter and progress will be fine. Your studies will
improve with strong planetary support and the fourth week is the most
favorable one where you will be focusing on studies more. The Saturn
transit keeps you balanced this month. You may feel minor mood swings
and irritation and you may face some health issues as a result. Planetary
transits could cause unrest even though there are not any major malefic
planetary influences in this period.
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LIBRA MARCH MONTH HOROSCOPES
During  this  month  your  relationship  matters  start  getting  better.
Benevolent Jupiter will  help you now. This may happen in a slow and
gradual manner. Gradually you will  see an exchange of plenty of love
between you and your  beloved.  The  transiting  Mars  can  bring  some
disruption around the middle of this month. The transiting Saturn may
cause some delays in matters related to finance and you find that there
is  some  shortcoming  to  this  plan.  But  gradually,  you  will  get  better
earning  opportunities.  From  middle  of  this  month,  the  transiting
Mercury indicates that you will be successful in monetary planning. Due
to  impact  of  Venus,  you  will  spend  on  pleasure-filled  and  joy  full
activities.  The month  seems better  for  your  career  but  the transiting
Saturn may demand patience this time around. If you are in business,
despite your hard work, there will not be expected results due to which
you may feel frustrated and nervous. As the month advances, Jupiter
may bring some favorable results for your career and business in which
you  will  accomplish  your  undertakings  successfully  and  on  required
time. This will be a much better month for your education. You are likely
to  learn  complicated subjects  well  enough  and  also  able  to  perform
effectively. This can be a good time to appear in competitive exams as
well. The impact of Nodes will make you feel a little uncomfortable with
your health. However, in the period progresses, the planetary situations
will  turn  in  your  favor  and  you  will  start  enjoying  good  health  and
fitness. But, Saturn would demand you to follow a disciplined lifestyle. 

LIBRA APRIL MONTH HOROSCOPES
Your personal life will see a peaceful impact this month. You'll be anxious
to convey your feelings to the one you love and advance the relationship
at this point. As the month goes on, you can run into some challenging
circumstances.  There  will  be  an  illusionary  time,  therefore  you  must
comprehend the complexity of its effects. This month's final week may
present opportunities for romance and new relationships. The transiting
Saturn may cause some delays, so you shouldn't anticipate receiving any
significant  cash  gains.  But  this  time,  there  will  be  a  steady  income.
Despite a decent income, there will be some pressure on your financial
situation  as  the  month  goes  on.  Never  take  on  any  debt  and  never
borrow  money.  Invest  only  with  a  long-term  perspective  due  to  the
potential difficulty of the Mercury transit. Jupiter's passage may present
some excellent chances for you to demonstrate your skills at work. It is
not the best month to introduce a new product to the market if you are
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in business. You should take the advice of well-wishers seriously. Your
workplace may be affected by some disruptive factors toward the end of
this month. If you want to advance in business, you must take a wise
action. You will  receive a lot of planetary support this month to learn
new technologies,  techniques,  and skills  in  order  to  accomplish  your
academic goals. Now is not the time to take a seat and unwind. As your
journey progresses, there may be growing difficulties, so you need to be
ready.

LIBRA MAY MONTH HOROSCOPES 
You might be working on some big plans this month. However, there will
be some delays in their implementation in the beginning of this month.
You might start to feel a little enraged and impatient. As the month goes
on,  better  planetary  assistance  will  enable  you  to  appreciate  your
partnership.  Eventually,  you'll  be  able  to  win  people  over  and  re-
establish a close level of closeness in your relationship. Your goals will be
boosted  by  some lucrative  employment  prospects.  But  proceed  with
caution.  Your finances and assets may be in  a good place during the
second part  of  this  month.  Jupiter  will  provide its  favours  while it  is
transiting. Because of the month's end's solid financial situation, social
reputation will rise. You can experience a busy month in terms of your
career. To make up for it, you might have to put in extra time at work.
The  later  half  of  this  period  seems  progressive  to  businesspeople.
However, some errors could make routine operations less efficient. Your
academic performance will noticeably increase, and you'll get good pay
for  it.  The  transiting  Mercury  will  now  enable  you  to  increase  your
understanding as the month goes on. You'll  benefit much if  you keep
yourself motivated and seek advice from qualified advisors. You might
occasionally experience weariness and ache as the month got started.
For  your  health  and  fitness,  the  time  around  this  month's  midpoint
appears to be fairly challenging. Stressful schedules near the end of the
month may also lead to burnout. As a result, you must practise yoga and
meditation frequently if you want to stay in fit.

LIBRA JUNE MONTH HOROSCOPES
Your personal life will see a peaceful impact this month. You'll be anxious
to convey your feelings to the one you love and advance the relationship
at this point. As the month goes on, you can run into some challenging
circumstances.  There  will  be  an  illusionary  time,  therefore  you  must
comprehend the complexity of its effects. This month's final week may
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present opportunities for romance and new relationships. The transiting
Saturn may cause some delays, so you shouldn't anticipate receiving any
significant  cash  gains.  But  this  time,  there  will  be  a  steady  income.
Despite a decent income, there will be some pressure on your financial
situation  as  the  month  goes  on.  Never  take  on  any  debt  and  never
borrow  money.  Invest  only  with  a  long-term  perspective  due  to  the
potential difficulty of the Mercury transit. Jupiter's passage may present
some excellent chances for you to demonstrate your skills at work. It is
not the best month to introduce a new product to the market if you are
in business. You should take the advice of well-wishers seriously. Your
workplace may be affected by some disruptive factors toward the end of
this month. If you want to advance in business, you must take a wise
action. You will  receive a lot of planetary support this month to learn
new technologies,  techniques,  and skills  in  order  to  accomplish  your
academic goals. Now is not the time to take a seat and unwind. As your
journey progresses, there may be growing difficulties, so you need to be
ready.

LIBRA JULY MONTH HOROSCOPES
Your  romantic  life  will  experience  some  new  beginnings  this  month.
Thanks  to  Mercury's  influence,  conversation  will  be  fascinating.
However, South Node's influence has the potential to alter the dynamics
of  your  union.  If  you  are  not  committed,  it  can  redefine  your
relationship. Jupiter  in  transit  could support  you in strengthening the
foundation of your connection as the month goes on. This month, you'll
have  a  few  excellent  chances  to  improve  your  financial  standing.
However,  Nodes  won't  have  a  very  positive  effect,  so  your  financial
planning may have some delays and challenges.  The transiting Venus
and Jupiter may support your cause, so there is definitely chance for
some favourable outcomes. Do not count on people and do not expect
money right away. You are unable to carry out your goals in your place of
employment due to one or more restrictions. Additionally,  you would
need to continue working hard to stay ahead of the fierce competition in
your  industry.  The  remainder  of  the  month  will  prove to  be a  good
opportunity  to  improve  your  talents.  Planetary  circumstances  may
provide you with some clever suggestions to advance your career by the
month's conclusion. There could be difficulties at the start of this month
for academic endeavours.  However,  the time period beginning in  the
middle of this month could offer you fantastic study opportunities. You'll
be able to move forward successfully with your tasks.  Your increased
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attention to and prioritisation of your health as the month gets started
may be a sign of good health. Mercury predicts that your demands and
requirements in terms of health will alter regularly. You would be able to
take care  of  the rest  if  you can effectively  manage the pressure  and
emotional ups and downs.

LIBRA AUGUST MONTH HOROSCOPES
Your love life is going to flourish this month. It's possible to fall deeply in
love  and  feel  strong  connection  to  someone.  However,  the  tricky
Mercury transit warns against getting into pointless conflicts with your
soul partner. The transiting Venus will have a calming effect on your love
life as the month goes on. Jupiter will also broaden both your vision and
way of thinking. Additionally, it can present a chance for romance or a
new connection.  This  month,  your  financial  condition will  get  better.
Mercury's  influence  suggests  that  you  will  be  able  to  handle  a
challenging financial position extremely effectively. But be careful with
your money. The effects of Nodes could pose some issues as the month
goes on. As the month begins, there can be some difficult resistance and
disturbances  at  your  place  of  employment.  You  will  be  required  to
maintain your attention on your current task and put up hard effort to
get  results  by  the transiting  Saturn.  As  the month  goes  on,  business
owners typically have excellent prospects for growth and profit. Jupiter
and  Venus  will  bestow  gifts  gradually,  and  you  will  make  significant
progress.  There  is  a  chance  for  new  ventures  as  well.  Mercury's
influence at the beginning of this month suggests that you might have a
difficult  time  with  your  academic  endeavours.  Jupiter's  influence
predicts great potential for your intellectual growth as the month goes
on. Even though there will be fierce rivalry, passing entrance exams will
be simpler. This month will start off with you feeling uneasy. You might
have to deal with some previous health issues towards the middle of this
month,  even though they might  gradually  become better.  Jupiter  will
favour you in the latter portion; as a result, your health will remain good,
with the exception of a few little niggles that are controllable.

LIBRA SEPTEMBER MONTH HOROSCOPES
This month is likely to be a fruitful one for your romantic life. The effects
of the south node could lead to some insecurities or misunderstandings
as the month goes on. Give your relationship some time before making a
choice.  Your  love  life  will  be  harmoniously  impacted  by  Jupiter  and
Venus in the second half of this month. You'll have a steady stream of
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cash and spend it on profitable endeavours. Mercury warns you, though,
that your erratic thinking could endanger your finances and cause losses.
The transiting Venus will bring several advantageous cash chances as the
time  goes  on.  Additionally,  Jupiter  can  bring  some  fresh  chances  to
improve  your  financial  sector.  The  month  seems  promising  for  your
professional  development.  Saturn,  though,  will  call  for  much  more
diligence and methodical planning if you want your task to succeed. If
you own a business, this can be an excellent moment to organise your
efforts  and  focus  them  on  finishing  your  unfinished  projects.  As  the
month goes on, the transiting Mercury may encourage you to consider
growth and put into practise a long-planned strategy for gaining more
progress.  Despite your best efforts,  the influence of  Nodes will  make
continuing  your  education challenging  because you won't  be  able  to
handle  your  workload.  It  will  be  difficult  to  pass  tests  that  are
competitive.  Do  not  lose  hope  because  the  planetary  effect  is  quite
supportive of your academic endeavours in the last two weeks of this
month.  The  planets  this  month  could  have  a  calming  effect  on  your
health. You'll  be content and healthy thanks to Venus' passage in the
second half of this month.

LIBRA OCTOBER MONTH HOROSCOPES
The  time  to  reassess  your  relationship  will  be  in  a  month.  If  the
discomfort persists past a certain point, Saturn will bring it to the fore
and force you to face the truth—and nothing but the truth—about your
existence. The transiting Jupiter will offer energy and optimism to your
love life as the month goes on. Additionally, it could encourage you to
share your truest emotions with the people you care about. This month,
you could be able to carry out some of your unfinished financial goals.
As the month goes on, the transiting Mercury may support you as you
experiment with different strategies for raising your personal funds and
looking for financial gain in multiple directions. As this month comes to a
close, planetary influences will still be favourable and your income will
be  respectable.  The  effects  of  Nodes  may  halt  your  professional
advancement. You will  be under a lot of job pressure throughout the
month, and Mars' influence may make you less efficient. Businesspeople
should put off starting new projects because they won't be able to think
clearly.  As  the  month  begins,  planetary  influences  are  expected  to
support your academic endeavours.  But as the month goes on, there
could be some commotion due to Saturn's transit. The planetary factors
suggest  that  you  will  have  a  fantastic  academic  opportunity  in  the
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second  half  of  this  month.  As  you  get  Jupiter's  benefits,  learning
becomes  easier.  Regarding  your  health  and  fitness,  this  month  will
continue to be favourable. But the later half of this month, when Saturn
will  be  transiting,  might  bring  up  a  number  of  previous  health
difficulties. So, follow the diet your doctor has advised.

LIBRA NOVEMBER MONTH HOROSCOPES
During this month, the planets will be in your favour for expressing your
emotions. You might experience stability and joy in your relationship as a
result. Friends would also offer assistance. Mercury and Venus will have
a positive influence and bring harmony to your connection. This month
will be a wonderful time to stabilise your financial situation, create extra
money,  and catch up on missed payments.  The Jupiter  in  transit  will
broaden your horizons and open up more lucrative career prospects for
you.  Your  financial  situation  will  gradually  get  better,  but  Saturn  will
insist  that  you make methodical  investments  in  order  to  achieve the
needed financial growth. New obstacles will present themselves in your
professional life this month. More work and effort are required under
Saturn. You must focus on the management and goals of your company
if  you  are  in  business.  During  the  second  half  of  this  month,  the
transiting Jupiter may provide a lot of wonderful energy and vibes, yet
you might  feel  a little down. The latter part  of this  month will  see a
modest  improvement  in  your  performance.  This  month's  first  week
could  be  particularly  challenging  for  you  academically.  Planetary
influences may cause you to become lethargic and less mentally acute in
the later half of this month. This will make learning a little challenging.
You may be more prone to illnesses due to Mars' and the South Node's
influences. Throughout the month, planetary circumstances will work in
your favour. Your awareness of fitness and health may become much
more acute as the month comes to a close.

LIBRA DECEMBER MONTH HOROSCOPES
Your  love  life  may  suffer  this  month  as  a  result  of  your  growing
impatience with slower development.  But as the month goes on, the
Venus  transit  may present  a chance to start  a  romance.  This  month,
there may be signs of pushback or resistance from family members over
significant relationship concerns, according to the influence of the North
Node  and  Mars.  A  favourable  moment  to  start  long-term  financial
planning may be this month. Due to Jupiter's blessings, you may have
more power and resources at your disposal during this time, assisting
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you in creating a stable financial situation. Your growing sense of self-
assurance will  assist you in completing tasks more quickly at work. To
improve sales and turn over, business owners must have a propensity for
venturing  into  new  markets.  Be  steady  and  cautious  at  work  as  the
influence of Nodes will  deliver a rollercoaster experience for your job
growth.  The  planetary  aspects  will  not  be  helpful,  and  it  could  be
challenging  to  manage studies.  Jupiter's  influence  on  the  month  will
become increasingly favourable for your academic growth. This month's
later  half  appears  to  be  an  excellent  time for  you  to  focus  on  your
studies and perform well on your tests. During this month, the planets
are probably going to help you keep your health. However, the effects of
Mars may cause some changes in your health, so there may be times
when you feel short on energy. While the influence of the planets will
strengthen your immune system, you can feel uneasy about your health
and fitness level toward the month's end.

Libra Weekly Horoscope 2023
(LIBRA) 1ST JAN TO 7TH JAN 2023
This  week may remain supportive and positive for  your love life and
relationship but, there will be phases when you will be drawn by some
unknown fear or strange feelings. At times, you may feel anxiety taking
over you. This week may demand to have a solid financial plan. There is
a  possibility  that  the  money  that  you  have  earned  will  get  a  new
dimension. The period around the week end may remain favourable for
any  financial  deals  or  contracts.  You  can  expect  some  new  work
assignments  of  your  choice  during  this  week.  Plus,  new  career
opportunities will also be presented to you by your known contacts. You
have to be averse to take the risk to push ahead of your prospects on the
business front. This week is going to be started with somewhat low pitch
for your studies. However, conditions may begin to improve from mid of
this  week.  Good mood and positive energy will  help you to maintain
your health this week. However, the period post-mid-of this week will
require special attention to your health and fitness. 

(LIBRA) 8TH JAN TO 14TH JAN 2023
This week is good for your social life. You may meet old friends. You may
get some good news related to the family. The latter half of year may
redefine your relationship  particularly  if  you are  not  committed.  This
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week, house, children and daily routine will demand more expenses for
you. You may buy a new vehicle or spend on your old vehicle.  Some
accidental events may disturb your financial position. During the major
parts  of  this  week,  you  may  find  it  difficult  to  accomplish  your
undertakings.  Plus,  you need to stay away from unnecessary debates
and arguments with peers and superiors which might work against you.
This week is going to bring in a lot of positive changes in your education
and will  also help you get  anything that  you desire in  terms of  your
studies. The period around the mid of this week may not turn supportive
for  your  mental  and  physical  health.  Overdoing  anything  can  work
against you. 

(LIBRA) 15TH JAN TO 21ST JAN 2023
This week planets may act in your favour and likely to boost your love
prospects. You need to act with patience as rushing to the conclusion
may cause problems in the long run. . Till the mid of this week, you must
not  take  any  step  in  your  profession  or  otherwise  that  affects  your
financial results directly or indirectly.  . Indeed, handling rough roads will
not  be  easy.  But,  you  can  always  act  tactfully.  Here,  your  working
environment  may  not  be  peaceful  which  may  adversely  affect  your
performance as well. This may be the right time for you to appear in any
competitive exams and chances to excel are bright. From the beginning
of this week, you will be in a good energy level and full of enthusiasm.
You may generally have good fitness levels this week. 

(LIBRA) 22ND JAN TO 28TH JAN 2023
The  planetary  impact  during  this  week  may  bring  enthusiasm  and
romance in your life. Your social life will be activated and you are likely
to enjoy some wonderful moments with your beloved one. This week
you are more inclined to acquire material benefits. However, at this time
be careful about economic responsibilities. The planetary influences will
continue  to  test  your  patience  and  will  not  allow  you  to  earn  easy
money. The major parts of this week will be satisfactory at professional
front. Try dealing with situations like a pro and you are sure to have a
rewarding  week  ahead.  Business  people  will  need  to  have  enough
patience on their side. This week may remain positive for your studies.
You  are  likely  to  make  good  progress  in  your  education.  There  are
chances of food, water or airborne infections that may down your health
to some extent.
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(LIBRA) 29TH JAN TO 4TH FEB 2023
This  week is  likely  to  stimulate your  love life..  But,  volatile  planetary
energies  during the middle  of  this  week can  disrupt  the harmony.  It
could be a favourable week for your finance and investments. This week
is favorable to invest in land and building. Around the week end you will
have some unexpected expenses. This week is going to bring a new light
to your life. Your hopes and desires will also materialize and overall, your
career prospects seem to be very good. The planetary influences may
make you able  to march forward.  It  will  be a  good phase for  future
planning of your educational journey, discussing some fresh ideas with
your mentors. This week will help you maintain your health and fitness.
You will be supported by luck, which is a very positive development for
your health. 

(LIBRA) 5TH FEB TO 11TH FEB 2023
This  week  would  be  a  wonderful  phase  for  your  love  life  and
relationship. While there may be certain ups and downs, remember that
these obstacles will  only make you wiser and stronger this week. The
monetary investments you make during this week will yield benefits in
the future. This time will bring progress in your career. This specific week
may remain hopeful for your career growth. If you are in business, you
are likely to find some good opportunities for growth and gain. You will
flourish in your studies during this week. This may be a good time for
learning new skills.  Mood swings  and irritation,  even in small  or  tiny
issues, will be felt and that might cause some health issues this week.

(LIBRA) 12TH FEB TO 18TH FEB 2023
Your positivity is likely to bring happiness in your love life during this
week. Your family and friends will  also help you this week and hence
your life will  be on smooth track. There will  be a rise in your income
during this week.  However,  you will  face unexpected expenses hence
you will  not  be able to accumulate desired wealth. During the major
parts  of  this  week,  your  professional  life  will  remain  happy  and
satisfactory too. Plus, your colleagues and seniors may be cooperative
and helpful to you.This week will be moderately good for your studies.
You will have to work really hard as there will be number of obstacles
blocking your progress. Some health hazards would be there. Try to build
your resistance to cope up with some health issues.
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(LIBRA) 19TH FEB TO 25TH FEB 2023
Other  commitments  or  responsibilities  may  not  allow  you  to  spend
sufficient  times  with  your  beloved  ones  and  that  might  cause  some
distance in your relationship. There are no short cuts to obtaining wealth
as the planets demand more efforts this week. Make necessary financial
arrangements  for  some  unplanned  expenses  and  stay  secure.  Your
reputation and professional status get  a boost.  Influential people will
favor you now. This week shows an extremely favorable phase for your
education. Your performance will improve and hence now you will have
an  increased  interest  in  your  academic  pursuits.  planetary  situations
could make you susceptible to ailments. Planetary transits could cause
unrest even though there are not any major malefic planetary influences
in this period.

(LIBRA) 26TH FEB TO 4TH MAR 2023
This  week  may  bring  with  it  some  issues  that  will  crop  up  in  your
relationship. But as the week progresses, the going only gets better. You
need  to  take  extra  precautions  towards  getting  paperwork  done
otherwise due to negligence it is likely that you may incur some financial
problems. Career wise, you may not be able to be much productive in
your  tasks  in  this  week.  You  may  remain  engaged  with  some
meaningless or  irrelevant  matters and hence your progress in  studies
will  not  be  satisfactory.  Due  to  emotional  attachments  or  emotional
issues, your mind will be a little upset and that might also make your
health vulnerable this week. 

(LIBRA) 5TH MAR TO 11TH MAR 2023
This week will be better for your love life. You may now feel a sense of
relief  as  your relationship matters start  getting better this week.  This
may happen in a slow and gradual manner. You may feel that income is
less than your expectations. But gradually, you will  get better earning
opportunities during the latter half of this week. The weeks seems better
for  your  career  but  you  will  just  need  to  bear  a  little  more  to  gain
innumerable  rewards.  This  will  be  a  much  better  phase  for  your
education. You are likely to learn complicated subjects well enough and
also able to perform effectively.  Don’t be negligent  over even minute
ailments and seek health check-ups at regular intervals as your health
could be fragile this week. However, the period post-mid of this week
will help you live with a fit and healthy lifestyle. 
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(LIBRA) 12TH MAR TO 18TH MAR 2023
This  could  be  a  favourable  week  to  lay  foundation  of  a  long-term
relationship with your beloved. Your self-confidence is going to increase
which will help you find better ways to express your feelings. Expenses
will increase at the same time income will also surge but the financial
situation  will  require  tactful  handling.  This  week  may  bring  some
favorable  results  for  your  career  and  business  in  which  you  will
accomplish  your  undertakings  successfully  and on required time. You
may not pay due attention to studies and hence your performance may
not be up to the mark. From around mid of this week, you are likely to
start spending more time for studies.  The week looks better for  your
health but, don’t let emotional turbulence affect your health.

(LIBRA) 19TH MAR TO 25TH MAR 2023
During this week, you notice a slight lack of intimacy and love at your
partner’s end. This might make you somewhat frustrated. You will  be
successful in monetary planning. You will receive good opportunities and
there will  be growth in income. Some disruptions, however, may slow
down  the  pace  of  your  progress  as  the  week  progresses.  The
professional sphere will face stiff competition. This week is going to be
favourable and progressive for your education. The planets are likely to
motivate you to take interest in other important courses which can also
help you build your knowledge. Your resistance level will be good but,
you  may  feel  very  much occupied  and  there  can  be some unknown
stress on your mind. This might affect your energy level to an extent.

(LIBRA) 26TH MAR TO 1ST APR 2023
This week will be important for your love life and relationship. If you are
not involved in relationship yet, this can be the phase to pursue your
dream.  You  will  receive  old  dues  and  chances  of  getting  back  stuck
money  will  be  higher  in  this  week.  However,  you  may  have  to  face
unexpected expenses as well. This week seems good for career growth
and enhancement. However, it requires more hard work and systematic
planning for desired success. Your dedication will be noteworthy. With
this  kind  of  determination,  you  can  make  good  progress  and
development  in  your  studies.  You  can  expect  to  regain  your  vitality
gradually. You will  start recovering from problems that you have dealt
with, in the past.
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(LIBRA) 2ND APR TO 8TH APR 2023
This week may bring a strong need to discover your independence. It
simply means that in order to experience balanced relationships,  you
need to work on building internal peace. There will  not be any major
problems regarding your finance this time around but hasty or abrupt
decisions may land you unnecessary problems. At career front, there are
chances that you may be entrusted with an outstation task. If you are in
business, you should enhance your persuasive skills and abilities to use it
in  order  to  clinch  some important  deals.  Your  knowledge is  going to
develop and your skills will be more refined. This could be right time to
develop new skills to make progress in your studies.  Your health and
fitness will generally remain better. Your mental and physical states will
also be up to the mark.

(LIBRA) 9TH APR TO 15TH APR 2023
This week may bring some dynamic and impressive changes in your love
life. Also, you will enjoy good intimacy with your beloved. Due to some
confusions, some important financial work will get stuck. Plus, you may
need to do some multitasking as well to handle the new responsibility
successfully. You shall need to resolve a long-standing issue. Now you
are all set to learn new topics and subjects in your academics. This week
is bound to change your life direction for your own good. You are likely
to feel a lot of energy within. Taking timely action and remaining vigilant
over symptoms should be your health mantra.

(LIBRA) 16TH APR TO 22ND APR 2023
This  week  will  improve  the  relationship  and  increase  intimacy  levels
between you and your partner. Do not have very high expectations from
anything  or  anyone.  As  far  as  possible,  avoid  making  any  major
investments during this time as you may make wrong decisions in haste
or confusions. As the week advances, your new sources of income will
rise  as  well.  At  career  front,  you  are  likely  to  undertake  a  few  new
endeavors,  but  you  may  find  difficulties  to  finish  your  projects
successfully on time. Be practical and keep yourself low profile in order
to avoid complications. This is going to be a favourable event for your
future  growth  and  progress.  However,  be  ready  to  accept  the  new
challenges and tasks in your studies. Your health will need the utmost
attention owing to some awkward planetary transits. 
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(LIBRA) 23RD APR TO 29TH APR 2023
There are many happy moments in store for you in your love life and
relationship. A ton of surprises in your relationship are also around the
corner. Despite your sincere efforts there will be some issues disturbing
your financial  planning. It  is  better for you to maintain your financial
status  rather  than  making  any  ambitious  move.  This  week  will  be
bringing you some constructive ideas to boost your career prospects. If
you are in business, you might get happy on bagging a new project or
deal. Some personal and emotional problems can disturb you mentally
and this can have an adverse effect on your education. on the whole,
you need to avoid overexertion and physical and mental stress, as far as
possible.  It is  will  ideal for you to ensure proper check-up and timely
precaution to avoid any health issues.

(LIBRA) 30TH APR TO 6TH MAY 2023
In  the beginning of  this  week,  you might feel  a little angry and start
losing your patience. But better planetary support during the latter part
of this week will help you enjoy your relationship. You may have to be
constantly focusing on your financial matters. You can expect financial
gains  as  the  week  progresses.  This  week  may  bring  some  tough
conditions at career front, so you need to remain very careful with your
enemies. Your mental strength would be better and hence you will be
able to focus well on some complicated subjects. It will make you able to
perform better in your studies. Your food habits may require changing
else this may cause stomach upset or upset tummy during this week.

(LIBRA) 7TH MAY TO 13TH MAY 2023
The positive feeling that something good is coming your way may help
you  keep  yourself  positive  and  enthusiastic  about  your  love  life  and
relationship  during  this  week.  Some  good  earning  opportunities  will
amplify  your  ambitions.  But  you should  tread carefully.  As  the week
progresses, there will be a higher proportion of expenditure. This could
be a hectic week for you on the career front. You may need to work for
extended hours to cover up. There will be marked improvement in your
performance in  your  studies  and you will  be  rewarded well  for  your
performance. Focus on your diet this week. Take no stress and adopt a
balanced routine after middle of this week. You need to stay hydrated all
the time in this period of time. The portion around the belly and lower
parts of the body may pose some problems. 
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(LIBRA) 14TH MAY TO 20TH MAY 2023
Give  up  your  negative  thoughts  as  there  may  be  some  negative
vibrations which might disturb your relationship to an extent. You will
feel  enthusiastic  about  your  financial  status.  But  take  care  that  this
enthusiasm does not hurt you. There are chances of a wealth gain. Some
technological  glitches  at  the workplace may affect  functioning.  There
may be some disturbances in a routine that may affect performance. You
may be working hard to understand some complicated subjects in depth
and your hard work will bring good results in your studies. Your mentors
and teachers may play a major positive part in your learning. You are
likely to get success as you may have fortune on your side during this
week. You are required to avoid negative emotions here as it will affect
your health. You should take care of hygiene as there are chances of
infections from outside food or water.

(LIBRA) 21ST MAY TO 27TH MAY 2023
This  week  will  be  good  to  enjoy  quality  time  with  your  family  and
friends. However, there can be heated arguments and this could be due
to ego or that past events keep cropping up leading to arguments. So,
you  need  to  keep  check  on  your  temperament.   This  could  be  a
favourable phase for your finance and investments.  However, you will
have  to  act  with  caution  while  making  important  financial  decisions.
Some hurdles and obstacles at career front may also bother you. This
brings about some unexpected issues in your professional life. This is a
good week for your education. You may find new ways of learning and
communicating  or  new  systems  of  knowledge.  This  week  seems
somewhat  tricky  for  your  health  and  fitness  hence  you  should  be
cautious and should not venture into risky activities. 

(LIBRA) 28TH MAY TO 3RD JUN 2023
You will be eager to express your emotions to the person you love and
take  it  to  the  next  level  during  this  week.  However,  you  will  be
emotionally vulnerable, so tread carefully. This will be a good time and
financially rewarding as well. Social prestige will increase due to strong
financial  status.  Chances  of  new  projects  or  assignments  are  also
expected at your career front. However, you may have to put some extra
efforts to see successful completion due to delays and difficulties. Uou
will have ample of planetary support to make progress in your studies
but your social life might cause some disturbances. Your energy levels
will not be up to the mark hence you should not take more than you can
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handle during this week in order to maintain your fitness levels.

(LIBRA) 4TH JUN TO 10TH JUN 2023
There will  be period of illusion hence,  you must also understand the
complexity of its impact on your personal life this week. The expansive
impact of planets may bring fresh air of love and joy in your life. But,
some fears, insecurities or hidden resentments may surface. The week
may bring financial benefit in your ventures. It is a good time to recover
due payments and raise your income. Though you will be doing well in
your career, it may require more hard work and systematic planning for
desired success. This could be a good phase to learn new technology,
techniques, skills in order to achieve good results in your studies. There
can  be  some  disruptions  in  your  health  this  week  due  to  increased
pressure  at  work or  hectic schedules.  You should also avoid negative
thinking,  which  may lead to  frustration and might  affect  your  health
adversely.

(LIBRA) 11TH JUN TO 17TH JUN 2023
This week may boost your love prospects. The planetary influences will
be favourable to express your emotions to the person you love and take
it to the next level.  You cannot expect any major financial rewards this
week but there will  be a stable income this time around. It is a good
time to invest in long-term securities to protect the financial future. You
may get some good opportunities to show your abilities at your work
place.  You  are  to  remain  optimistic  about  future  prospects  to
successfully bring the goals of the business activities and matters. Your
ability to communicate your ideas smartly to others may help you to get
success in  your studies.  However,  you need to avoid being critical  or
overly concerned about the methods and details. You will mostly remain
healthy this week however you need to guard yourself against worry and
tension. 

(LIBRA) 18TH JUN TO 24TH JUN 2023
You may have opportunity for romance and fresh relationship but the
middle  of  this  week  will  have  potential  to  disturb  the  equations
dramatically. Some meaningful conversation is likely to bring stability in
your personal life. There will be some pressure on your financial status
despite a good income. Do not make any kind of debt, nor should you
borrow. It will be a time to consolidate your position at your work place.
Your  seniors  and higher  ups  will  be  more or  less  satisfied  with  your
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performance. You may have to go back over what you have been doing
so far in your studies. It is time for revising skills and work practices so
that you can make improvement. You also must avoid overindulging in
anything,  as  nervousness  and irritability  are  extremely  unsuitable  for
your health this week.

(LIBRA) 25TH JUN TO 1ST JUL 2023
This  week  may  bring  amusements  and  joy  in  your  life..  But  this  is
probably going to be a period filled with emotional challenges for you.
You will  get  favour from your luck in financial  matters.  However,  this
period will  make you ambitious and there are chances of taking rash
decisions  for  financial  gain.  This  phase may make you impatient  and
assertive. This kind of an attitude will not take your far in maintaining a
healthy professional relationship. So, it is really important here to make
calculated  and  well  researched  career  related  decisions.  Planetary
positions may affect your mental capabilities and concentration and you
will  have  a  problem  understanding  the  subjects  properly.  So,  your
performance may not be up to the mark in your studies. There may be
some fluctuation in your energy levels and if you have been facing any
lingering  health  issues,  you will  need  to  take a  doctor’s  opinion  this
week. 

(LIBRA) 2ND JUL TO 8TH JUL 2023
There will be some fresh developments in your love life. If you are not in
committed  relationship,  you  may  also  find  opportunity  to  enter  a
relationship. Your confidence will increase and so will financial gain and
social dignity. You can expect the benefits from the elders or friends.
Investments made in the past will present good returns. There may be
some disruptive forces in influence at your work place. You may come
across as rebellious and unwilling to push yourself to improve. Keep your
networks alive and active.  It  will  be an auspicious phase for pursuing
higher education. If you are appearing for a competitive examination,
you can expect to go through easily. You may suffer from headache and
weakness that may disturb your health and physique. You need to keep
emotional outbursts under check to remain fit and fine this week. 

(LIBRA) 9TH JUL TO 15TH JUL 2023
This  will  be  favourable  phase  and  likely  to  bring  amusements  and
harmony in your love life and relationship. The middle part of this year
can be very important for your love and relationship. You will be able to
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make good money but as the week progresses, your luck will not be fully
supportive so there can be some delays and difficulties as well. Some
constraints  or  the  other  prevent  you  from  making  progress  in  your
career. Also, disturbances and distractions may not allow you to remain
focused and perform effectively. As a result, you could face difficulty in
finishing  projects.  Also,  it  could  be  highly  challenging  period  for
academic pursuits.  Those students seeking  higher education will  face
stiff competition and resistance. You are now more aware for fitness and
health-related matters. You would benefit from your awareness. 

(LIBRA) 16TH JUL TO 22ND JUL 2023
This  week may help you to make the foundation of your relationship
stronger but, there will be certain periods during the latter half of week
which  can  disrupt  the  harmony  of  your  relationship.  Do  not  expect
immediate money and do not rely on others as such tendencies may
drag you to unnecessary problems. Creatively use your innovative ideas
to find sources of income. This phase will turn out to be a good time to
build up your skills in order to make progress in your career. You should
refrain from boasting about your ability and achievements. Instead, you
should maintain humility in this length of time. Planetary positions will
make you lethargic and you will find it difficult to learn and understand
your subjects properly. So, you may not make desired progress in your
studies. Exercising right, keeping patience and eating healthy food is the
mantra for you to stay fit and fine during this week.

(LIBRA) 23RD JUL TO 29TH JUL 2023
This week will  bring passion and love in your life. Also, the expansive
impact of planets may act in your favour and likely to boost your love
prospects. This week may remain challenging and stressful as far as your
financial segment is concerned. However, as the week progresses from
mid of  the week,  your problems shall  start getting solved as per the
situation.  Problems in  routine  work  could  keep  you  stressed  at  your
work place. You could have a challenging time in your career. This period
may bring excellent prospects for your studies. You will be able to make
good progress in your activities. It will be your temperament or mental
aspect that you will need to handle this week to remain fit and fine. If
you are able to handle the emotional fluctuations and pressure well, you
would be able to maintain your health. 
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(LIBRA) 30TH JUL TO 5TH AUG 2023
This  week will  remain favourable  for  your love life.  If  you are not  in
committed relationship, it is quite possible that you may develop strong
attraction and attachment for someone. Your financial activities demand
more efforts  to accomplish your undertakings.  You should avoid new
activities and ventures as it may not be beneficial. You are likely doing
some multi-tasking regarding career matters. You will have to work for
extended hours to complete the task. There will be some frustration as
well. This week can be a very good period for academic growth. Students
of all courses will have no problem in excelling in their studies. Chances
of minor physical indisposition are foreseen and sometimes your vitality
and spirits will be on the lower side this week. 

(LIBRA) 6TH AUG TO 12TH AUG 2023
This  week  will  expand  your  vision  and  thinking  process.  It  will  bring
harmonious impact on your love life. Your financial situation will become
stronger  than  ever.  You  will  be  mentally  strong  to  deal  with  some
complicated financial situation in a very efficient manner. You will make
some intelligent moves this week at career front. Coming up with well-
researched career tactics will help you in moving forward in the career
activities and progress for success. Planetary influences will affect your
mental  abilities  and  you  will  have  problems  with  your  educational
mattes.  You  will  be  more  focused  and  determined  to  improve  your
health  status  during  this  week.  You also  must  avoid  overindulging  in
anything,  as  nervousness  and irritability  are  extremely  unsuitable  for
your overall fitness. 

(LIBRA) 13TH AUG TO 19TH AUG 2023
You would enjoy good time with your beloved ones and could attain a
good  harmony  with  you  friends.  There  are  chances  of  a  fresh
relationship as well.  Financial  matters may not run on a smooth sail.
Your financial expectations may not get fulfilled and your income may
remain  below  the  average.  There  may  be  some  stiff  resistance  and
disruptions  at  your  work  place  this  week.  Remain  focused  on  your
current activity and work diligently to achieve results. You may find the
going  tough  for  your  academic  activities.  Planetary  positions  are  not
propitious which makes it difficult for you to do well in your studies. You
will feel uncomfortable due to lethargy, laziness and there will be some
backache or  fluctuations  in  your blood pressure.  So,  your health  will
require care this week. 
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(LIBRA) 20TH AUG TO 26TH AUG 2023
You  would  get  happiness  and  satisfaction  in  your  relationship.  Also,
friends would render support. You will  get good planetary support for
your wealth and finances in this period. Here, you will have a clear vision
of your financial  future. You will  have the major progress in terms of
career and management related activities. Progressive forces will work
effectively  and  extremely  strong  during  this  week.  You  will  have
wonderful prospects for your academic development. Planetary aspects
are advantageous and your intellectual skills will be wonderful. Excessive
work  might  result  in  physical  pain and exhaustion,  which is  why you
manage your routine. You will  have problems related to your physical
health and wellbeing.

(LIBRA) 27TH AUG TO 2ND SEP 2023
This week the impact of planets will bring your attention to something
that might have been missing or lacking in your relationship. It will be
better for you to avoid impulsively jumping to any conclusion. You may
have  success,  stability,  and  prosperity  at  the  financial  front.  So,  this
planetary force will boost your financial status and will also help you to
reorganize  your  financial  planning.  You  may  encounter  some
complicated  issues  at  work  place  and  hence,  you  will  need  to  work
harder and wait patiently, until the results start pouring in your faour.
You  will  be  facing  many  obstacles  this  week  hence  your  progress  in
education will not be satisfactory.  Health will remain fine this week and
except a few niggles which will be manageable.

(LIBRA) 3RD SEP TO 9TH SEP 2023
This week may bring some illusion and it could lead you to some false
impression. Insecurities or miscommunication may create some doubts
regarding the future of your relationship. It will be a good time for your
finances  and investments  too.  Overall,  income flow will  increase and
gains are also favorable. This week will  be of hard work and rewards
both. You will be rewarded more if you work more. Make good use of
this planetary opportunity to boost your career. Planetary aspects are
likely to make your learning faster and easier. You will benefit by getting
into the right institutions. Vitality and energy level would be good but
occasional hiccups cannot be ruled out completely as well.

(LIBRA) 10TH SEP TO 16TH SEP 2023
Though  you  may  have  good  planetary  support  for  your  love  and
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relationship this week but ou need to guard your relationship against
outside interference or disturbances.  you will  have good income flow
and you will spend on auspicious work. However, your wavering mind
may become financially harmful and lead to problems. Overload of work
may affect your pace of work and cause some irritation. You may feel
that your schedule very hectic and you are overloaded at this time with
many things to do. Planetary aspects will make you receptive and you
will find learning much more interesting and easier. So, your progress in
studies  will  be  good.  There  is  a  possibility  of  some  minor  injury  or
twisting  your  angle  due  to  the  hurry  hence  need  to  take  adequate
precaution and do not do things in a jiffy.

(LIBRA) 17TH SEP TO 23RD SEP 2023
You will be enjoying your love life and planets will lift up your spirits if
you are involved in a relation. Planets will support you hence it is the
time to take decisive steps to take your relationship to the next level of
harmony and joy. This week will bring many favorable opportunities at
financial front. It may bring some new opportunities to strengthen your
financial segment. You will require to work hard and systematic planning
for the desired success of your work. You will be able to showcase your
abilities  and  talents,  but  you  should  not  become  over-confident.
Planetary positions will make pursuing education somewhat difficult and
you will not be able to manage your workload in spite of your hard work.
This week may have soothing impact on your health. 

(LIBRA) 24TH SEP TO 30TH SEP 2023
This  could  be  the  time  to  re-evaluate  your  relationship.  And  if  the
discomfort is beyond a limit, it is only due to the fact that you may have
been holding onto false images of yourself and your relationship. The
week may require special  care and attention to all  matters related to
wealth and finances. Expenditure for family matters is also foreseen. You
will have enough time to think about development and put in action a
long-conceived  plan  for  achieving  higher  growth  in  your  career.
Planetary  aspects  are  not  favorable  and  this  will  make  learning
somewhat taxing. You will have to struggle to see through your courses.
You may not have comfortable health proposition. So take better care
and go for preventive measures. 

(LIBRA) 1ST OCT TO 7TH OCT 2023
This  week will  be favorable  for  your love life and relationship.  It  will
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bring positivity and optimism in your love life. It may also inspire you to
reveal  your  deepest  feelings  with  the  ones  you  love.  Your  financial
activities and other financial transactions will be on a smooth sail. This
can be a good period for you to make investments for medium to long-
term view. It will be a hectic week at your work place and you may need
to work for extended hours to cover up your acquired commitments.
There  will  be  some  disturbing  factors  affecting  your  educational
development. Passing competitive examinations will prove to be a tough
task without additional coaching. This is the ideal  time to accomplish
those work which requires physical  efforts.  Physical  health is  not  the
cause of concern here, but mental and emotional states will surely. 

(LIBRA) 8TH OCT TO 14TH OCT 2023
This week will help you to build a positive impression. This phase is likely
to bring fresh air of romance in your love life. The planetary forces may
bring some hopeful results for your financial prospects. It would expand
your horizon and leading you to better earning opportunities. It is the
week when you would have to follow your actions with solid efforts and
hard  work  in  order  to  have  the  positive  outcome  in  your  career.
Planetary  aspects  are  very  much  encouraging  and  will  enhance  your
mental  faculties.  You  will  have  no  problem  in  getting  through  your
studies. Your health will be in better shape this week. You will be able to
maintain  your  health  and  cure  the  ailments  with  the  help  of
metaphysical, meditative types of healing techniques.

(LIBRA) 15TH OCT TO 21ST OCT 2023
There  will  be  a  blending  of  strong  emotional  attachments  with  your
friends and beloved ones. Your ability to relate yourself well with your
beloved might enhance your love prospects. You might try various ways
to increase personal funds and looking for a monetary gain in more than
one avenue. But, you must avoid ideas that can push you into a serious
financial  commitment.  Some  issue  can  hold  you  from  applying  and
remain  committed  to  doing  your  best  for  enhancing  higher  growth
prospects.  Things  may not  move  as  preferred  by  you.  The  planetary
influences are not so helpful for academic growth. Passing competitive
tests will require much more effort and additional help or guidance. It
will remain positive as far as your health and fitness are concerned. It
will be in your favor to prefer those tasks which involve physical efforts.
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(LIBRA) 22ND OCT TO 28TH OCT 2023
This can be a good week to express your feelings. The period may bring
stability and you would get happiness in your relationship. Also, friends
would render support. This week will motivate you to put more effort
into making money in order to make your life more comfortable and
secure. Your strong desire to be financially independent may lead you to
positive  results.  You  will  have  considerable  work  pressure  and  your
efficiency may also suffer during this week. Handle your work carefully
and avoid hasty decisions on the professional front. A fabulous academic
prospect for you during this week. Learning becomes smoother because
of auspicious planetary aspects. This week may bring old health issues to
the fore. Hence, stick to the diet prescribed by your physician.

(LIBRA) 29TH OCT TO 4TH NOV 2023
This week will bring harmony in your relationship. You can expect to get
cooperative response from your friends, family and beloved ones. This
phase will make you able to take the relationship to the next level. This
week will remain supportive and your income will be quite decent but
may tend to feel  some pressure due to some old commitments.  New
challenges will make your work difficult at work place. Your routine work
will demand more efforts and hard work. To accomplish your goals and
objectives  successfully  on  time  a  great  amount  of  involvement  is
required here. It indicates difficult prospect for your studies. Planetary
positions tend to make you lethargic and you will  lack the motivation
this week. You might not spare enough time for your health and fitness.
And this can drain your mental and physical energy.

(LIBRA) 5TH NOV TO 11TH NOV 2023
This week may bring some problems in your relationship. Also, this will
not be the right time to propose or to express your feelings if you are
single. You may feel insecure in your relationship. It will be a good period
to consolidate your financial position and to recover pending payments
and also to make extra money. Your planning may get disturbed as well.
This will affect your pace of progress. It is important that you do not get
overly worked over for now. You need to look back and review measures
taken by  you to  push  ahead of  your  prospects.  This  could  be rather
difficult  period  for  your  academic  development.  Learning  becomes
tough due to unfavourable planetary positions. This week could make
you susceptible to ailments. Planetary transits could also cause unrest.
Emotional or mental issues shall also occur.
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(LIBRA) 12TH NOV TO 18TH NOV 2023
You  can  expect  positive  results  regarding  matters  related  to  your
relationship. Social gatherings will also very positive for you at this time.
You may get  timely  support  from your family  and friends.  This  week
would  expand  your  horizon  and  leading  you  to  better  earning
opportunities.  Your  financial  status  will  improve  gradually.  Your
performance will improve gradually during the latter part of this week.
Try  to  bridge  the  gap  of  communication  in  your  workplace  and  be
friendly  with  everyone  to  make  progress.   Planetary  aspects  are
favorable and will make your learning easier. Professional students will
excel  in their courses. You will  be keen to improve your fitness levels
now. It will have a significant positive impact on your energy level.

(LIBRA) 19TH NOV TO 25TH NOV 2023
This week will raise chances to meet someone and begin a new chapter
of relationship. You can also expect to have better understanding which
will help you to create strong foundation of relationship. You have much
more  energy  for  new  money-making  projects,  or  for  expansion  of
existing ones. You may be able to identify the weakness in your financial
planning efficiently. The execution of your plans can be easier for you.
Your  energy  level  is  increasing  which  can  also  help  you  give  better
output. Achieving targets and completing the projects would be easy.
Thus, you may make good progress in career. This week will make you
lazy  and  your  mental  faculties  will  not  be  so  sharp.  This  will  make
learning somewhat tough and students of all courses will find the going
difficult. There will be some periods during this week which might make
you uncomfortable with your health and fitness level. But, there will be
gradual improvement as well. 

(LIBRA) 26TH NOV TO 2ND DEC 2023
This week may make you impatient with slower progress and that might
bring some dissatisfaction and disruptions in your love life. However, you
may also require patience and tactful handling of various issues. Areas of
work would expand leading you to better earning opportunities during
this week. Though outlook will improve gradually, you may also require
to make systematic investments.  Your increasing energy level will  also
help you make your tasks easier. Your productivity will remain high this
week  and  thus  you  will  be  able  to  achieve  success  in  your  career.
Planetary aspects will  not be beneficial  and it  may make coping with
studies rather difficult. This week may have a positive impact on your
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health for most of the part. But, there will be certain periods during the
beginning of this week which will bring vicissitudes in health. 

(LIBRA) 3RD DEC TO 9TH DEC 2023
This week may bring opportunity to enter a relationship but it will also
bring disruptions and confusions in your relationship. This week will be
good for long-term financial planning and strengthening your financial
status  by  using  all  the  available  resources  efficiently.  It  will  be  a
rollercoaster for your career advancement so be grounded and careful at
your  work  place.  Some  sudden  events  may  be  influencing  you  and
restricting your progress. You must not make any deal in haste as there
are chances of  wrong judgements this  week.  Planetary configurations
are favorable hence you will have no problem whatsoever in managing
your  studies  and  getting  through  your  examinations.  The  week  may
bring some fluctuations in your health and hence there will  be some
phases of this week when you feel your energy level low. But, gradually,
the benefic impact will be felt and help you maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

(LIBRA) 10TH DEC TO 16TH DEC 2023
You may face some opposition or resistance from family members on
important relationship issues during this week. If you handle the period
with patience, you can expect to have harmony in your love life during
the latter part.  You may have steady improvement in your conditions
and financial flow would be normal this time around but there could be
some commitment pressure. You have better confidence than before at
your work place. In this phase sustained hard work and doing things by a
certain method in a more sorted way seems to be the right choice to
achieve the desired level of success. It will be an average period for you
for your academic growth. Planetary support is not so strong and this
will have a negative influence on your mental skills. You can expect to
have a more balanced lifestyle. This looks like a complicated period for
your  health  and how you manage your  health  during  this  phase will
decide the status of your health. 

(LIBRA) 17TH DEC TO 23RD DEC 2023
Better understanding with your beloved ones and the clarity will  help
you to create strong foundation of relationship during this week. you will
be able to manage your finance efficiently and you will do well in your
ventures.  Still,  there  will  be  a  sense  of  dissatisfaction.  At  your  work
place, you will need to exert more. You should also work tirelessly in this
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phase in order to achieve the desired level of success in your pursuit. It
is likely to be a good time for you to concentrate on your studies and do
well in your exams. Managing your temperament will be important for
Though  you  can  expect  to  have  a  more  balanced  lifestyle.  But,  any
negligence or carelessness may cause health issues.

(LIBRA) 24TH DEC TO 30TH DEC 2023
Your relationship will  get boost and will  make you feel  confident and
secure.  On  the  other  hand,  this  period  will  teach  you  some lessons
which  may  prove  beneficial  if  you  are  willing  to  learn  from  your
mistakes. This week may remain beneficial for your finance. This period
signifies  gains,  new  associations,  and  tie-ups.  It  will  bring  fresh
opportunity  for  benefits  through your social  network  as well  as  new
contracts.  You will  have to approach to your career related work in a
methodical  and  more  systematically.  Gradually,  this  will  help  you  to
consolidate your position at your work place. Your efforts will bring good
results and, you are likely  to make due progress satisfactorily in your
studies. The impact of planets will boost your immune system but this
phase is going to remain slightly taxing for your health. The problems
will reduce to quite an extent during the latter half of the week. 

(LIBRA) 31ST DEC 2023 TO 6TH JAN 2024 
This is favourable week for your love life. You will have joyful relationship
and it may also fulfil your desire to have a meaningful union. This could
be a good time for long-term financial planning and strengthening your
financial status by using all the available resources efficiently. There can
be some good options and resources available to you during this period.
You may be working very hard or multi-tasking or completing the task
before deadline.  Don't  let your low feeling on some days deteriorate
your  work  and  efficiency.   Though  you  may  have  enough  planetary
support  to  make  progress  but  at  times  you  take  your  studies,  quite
casually.  Such  casual  approach  can  bring  unnecessary  problems.  This
week may have a marked positive impact on your health. You will  be
motivated and productive as well. There will be major improvement in
your fitness. 
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